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L-R: Louise Odom, John Odom & Oliver Neubrand
Multi V1, Bayern Siegerin Beast vom Wotansdamm,

IPO1, BH, Ztp

Multi V Rated Julia vom Hause Neubrand,
IPO2, BH, Ztp

20x V1, Multi BOB, Multi Siegerin, Multi CH
Farina vom Hause Neubrand, IPO3, BH, AD, Ztp

2017 ADRK World Champion, Multi V1, Multi Sieger, Multi BOB 
Eskin vom Blauen Stahl, IPO3, BH, AD, Ztp

                           Interview with John & Louise Odom 
                                          Vom Hause Odom’s Rottweilers, Florida, USA   
  

LJO528@aol.com www.odomsrottweilers.com

Jane Mitchelmore asked us to share our experiences as
Rottweiler owners and breeders. We were hesitant to do
this interview, simply because we are new to the breeding
industry. We are, as the saying goes, "The new kids on the
block!", Breeding 101.

Why did you choose Rottweiler as your breed? 
Our interest in Rottweilers started with the idea to protect us
and our property from outside threats. Before I met John,
he owned Rottweilers. He had great respect and love for
that breed. My early experiences were with other large

breeds such as German Shepherds, Dobermans, a Chesapeake Bay Retriever, and
Labs. Not familiar with that large breed, I agreed to give the Rottweilers a try. I was in
a world of misleading information on the Rottweiler breed, only to learn they are loyal,
very loving, protective, and smart. Not to mention, it is always important to let a
Rottweiler know who is boss at all times! They are a working breed and always want
a job to do. Everything from sheep herding, search and rescue, police work, pulling
carts, agility, protection work, tracking, showing, and therapy service dogs. The total
Rottweiler, everything a Rottweiler should be!

So, we started with two female
puppies and later, we added two
more young adult dogs. a male and
another female.  Fast forward, our
love of the breed and the security
the Rottweilers provided for us, sparked our interest in expanding into a small
business. We added two, world renowned and well- established females from
Germany, to start producing our "top of the line" Rottweiler puppies. As we learned,
the females are the foundation of the kennel. The female (dam) instills the manners,
behavior, and temperament into her pups. The better the female is in her
accomplishments (titles) she can pass that confidence on to her puppies. We had an
unexpected opportunity to purchase Julia vom Hause Neubrand, a well-known and
admired female from, in our opinion, the top breeder, trainer and handler in
Germany, Oliver Neubrand of vom Hause Neubrand.  We fondly call Julia "the bull"
because she is a solid-built female with strength and determination. 

Later, we were very blessed to add one of the very top females in the world, Farina
vom Hause Neubrand. She is considered to be one of the most famous female
Rottweilers of all time. Farina talks with her big eyes, with love and appreciation. She
has produced numerous off-spring who have won many championships.
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Swiss Champion, ADRK & VDH Youth Champion, Multi
Multi V1 Luis vom Brandauerweg, IGP3, BH, Ztp 

East view of the kennel.

Louise Odom

East side of kennels.

Yet, the sire has an important role in the puppy's development as well. If the
male has achieved titles, is very desirable in head and body built, has strong
prey drive and excellent temperament, he will pass these important traits to
his offspring. We acquired an exceptional German male Rottweiler, Eskin
vom Blauen Stahl, World Champion of 2017! Eskin is maximum of the FCI
breed standard so is one of the largest males to win the World
Championship. 

In November of 2019, we had the privilege to purchase, and co-own, Luis
vom Brandauerweg with another breeder in Tennessee, Mike Vandergrift.
Luis is the FCI World Youth Sieger 2017.  Not only did we buy excellent
females, we also invested in frozen semen from some top- rated males in
Germany to ensure we would produce some of the very finest ADRK
Rottweilers in the USA. We look forward to seeing the future champions that
come from these proven males and females!

Why did you decide to become a breeder of Rottweilers? 
We belong to the ADRK and respect the German style of breeding. John and
I have been very blessed and fortunate over the years to obtain 100% ADRK
German import Rottweilers.  Since we invested in excellent females, that had
proven their various abilities, this encouraged us to try breeding. Since we
are well in our 70's, deciding to become breeders was not something we
originally planned. Our first litter was in 2016, and we had six puppies, four
males and two females.  This is not to say, we have not had numerous
experiences that made us wonder at times if this is something we really
wanted to pursue? Those little black and mahogany "butter- balls" are
impossible to resist, which encourages us to continue our breeding program.
We always strive to raise and offer exceptional puppies to the Rottweiler
world. 

Please tell us about your kennel's facilities. 
This question would be better for John to answer.
Our eight kennels are 10 feet  x 20 feet and consist
of a metal roof supported by 6 inches x 6 inches
pressured treated square poles. The entire kennel is
rated for a wind resistance of 200 m.p.h. We live in
Florida and always face the danger of hurricanes.
The pad for the kennel is 6 inch cement floors with a
footer that is 24 inches wide and 24 inches deep.
The support for the metal roof consists of 2 inches x
10 inches and 2 inches x 12 inch trusses. Enclosed
in the kennel is a doghouse that weights
approximately 800 lbs. and sits on concrete blocks 8
inches high. The doghouse is made up of P.T.
lumber 2 inches x 6 inches and 2 inches x 8 inches.
We built the doghouses in place before any fencing
was put up because of the weight. We located the
kennels under large oak trees and other trees that
provide shade year around. Because we live only
about 7 miles from the ocean, we get an easterly
breeze all year long. We use chlorine to keep the
kennels and the large water buckets clean. 
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Side view of west kennel.

Side view of kennel.

Exercise play yard.

Whelping box room.

What does the Rottweiler mean to you and your family? What do the
dogs mean to you? Pets, Family companions? 
Our Rottweilers give us much pleasure and keep us active (more than we
want!). Over the years our Rottweilers have filled many roles. Some are
protection dogs, some are good breeders, some are loyal companions, and
others are excellent "house" dogs. Even when our females are too old to
breed, they will always be our loyal and loving pets. 

Who has influenced your kennel the most and how and why?
This is the easiest question to answer! Our "very good friend" and number
one "advisor" is Oliver Neubrand, of vom Hause Neubrand, from Germany.
He has been invaluable to us. He was very patient with us when we first
started our interest in Rottweilers. His guidance has been extremely helpful
in many areas. Oliver instilled in us the desire to own exceptional Rottweilers
and when breeding to "do it right". He is, in our opinion, an excellent trainer,
world-known breeder and handler. He has always come through when we
needed support and advice. Oliver is our "mentor" and believes in the "Total
Rottweiler", which means not only confirmation but working abilities to
achieve titles.  Oliver and his dad, Alfons had many years of training and
showing dogs. It is a family business. They are an inspiration to us. John and
I do not show dogs due to our age. Oliver has this special sense about which
Rottweilers will serve John and I best. Our only regret is Oliver lives in
Germany, not Florida!! 

What is the Rottweiler's situation in Florida? (Is the Rottweiler
welcomed in public places? Are people afraid of the Rottweiler? Can
Rottweilers go to schools, playgrounds, parks, etc.?) 
I find it interesting that we do not see many Rottweilers when we are out and
about. We do not go to dog parks with our Rottweilers because we do not
know how other people will control their dogs. Because our females are so
strong with such high drive, we cannot take them anywhere together! We
prefer our dogs have that strong bond with us and not with other dogs.
Occasionally, we may let one male and one female stay together in the yard
for exercise. Just recently I saw in a local newspaper there have been some
new restrictions on dogs at the beaches. Very small areas are now reserved
for dogs. There are two main reasons. One is not knowing how much control
the owners have on their dogs, and possibly there would be an unexpected
incident. The other, which I find sad, is that some of the owners do not clean
the waste their dog leaves on the beach. Not good for the people on the
beach or the ocean. What I find interesting is that there was no breed
specifically mentioned in the article of the dogs allowed on the beaches. I
have observed that previous Rottweiler owners know the breed and often
want to obtain other Rottweilers to their lives. It is apparent that people not
owning Rottweilers, need to learn about this breed. It is the reputation of the
Rottweiler that is passed on to other people by either bad owners or a lack of
research before making that commitment. The Rottweiler breed seems
popular in Florida, judging by the phone requests we get for puppies. We do
not see them that often in public.   
 
Please discuss your breeding program and your knowledge. 
John and I do not consider ourselves "experienced breeders". It is very
important to remember that the females are the foundation of our kennel. We
have our garage set up with three whelping areas. We have blocked off all
areas with plywood, so the females do not see each other. There is a yard
with easy access from the garage for the females to take a break. Over the
years, one thing I find fascinating is how each "momma dog" raises her pups.
Some are strict, others are care-free. Some females will stay longer than four
weeks nursing and look forward later to playing with their pups when they are
eight weeks old. Some mothers, after four weeks, say "See ya", I am done!
Having a litter with a first time female, is always a gamble, until they prove to
be a good mother. Some areas of concern are: Does the mother dog have
enough milk? Is she nervous and not wanting to care for her puppies? Is she
keeping the puppies warm enough? Is her whelping area quiet so she can
have her privacy? Is she having a difficult time delivering her puppies? There
are so many areas to be considered during the whelping process. I have
learned that getting sleep is not always easy, but I make sure there is plenty
of coffee available! Every litter is different and there are many unknowns to
be expected. For example, one of our litters with Hanni vom Hause
Neubrand and Luis vom Brandauerweg, she gave us five males and two
females. This was her first litter. When I finally went to bed, John announced
the next morning we have eight puppies. I told him there were seven when I went to bed. Sure enough, another unexpected male was
born. We called him "Extra" our bonus puppy!  It is always an adventure when breeding and raising puppies. It is a LOT of WORK!!
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20x V1, Multi BOB, Multi Siegerin, Multi CH
Farina vom Hause Neubrand, IPO3, BH, AD, Ztp

Multi V1, Bayern Siegerin Beast vom Wotansdamm,
IPO1, BH, Ztp 

Hanni vom Hause  Neubrand puppies

 We love the Rottweiler breed!  Another advantage we have is our weather.
Overall, the temperature is moderate, but at time very hot in the summer. We
can let the puppies spend time outside in the fresh air. However, we need
netting over the puppy yards. A seven to eight-week-old puppy is just an
appetizer for a hawk. We have plenty of hawks (unfortunately) in Florida and
we must always keep watching them like a hawk! I enjoy watching the
puppies play outside and how they interact with each other. This is the time I
pay close attention to their personalities, how they react to the kiddie pool,
loud noises, playing with toys and what catches their attention. I love to hold
and cuddle them while touching their ears, face, tail, paws and a tummy rub,
so they do not have a fear of human hands. Another part of our excitement is
watching how each litter will turn out for us and their new owners. It is always
a surprise, but so rewarding when the puppies go to their "forever" homes.
We love receiving pictures of our puppies from their new homes and owners.
It is especially rewarding for us to watch them as they mature. 

Who is your favorite Rottweiler you have bred or purchased?
That is an impossible question to answer. Every Rottweiler we have owned,
has their own unique qualities. Probably for John, it would be Farina vom
Hause Neubrand. One of the most prestigious, recognized female Rottweiler
in the show ring and the working dog world. She has a special bond with
John. So far, my favorite breeding female is Beast vom Wotansdamm.  What
a great mom! Even after four weeks nursing her pups, she still wanted to see
them. Beast looked forward to playing with them even at 8 weeks old. As for
a favorite Rottweiler for me, this is like asking me which one of my children is
my favorite! I love them all! 

How can Rottweiler owners change the negative public perception on
the breed?
This is a hard question to answer. Unfortunately, because of their size and
preconceived reputation, it is hard to change a lot of people's minds. I really
believe it starts with the breeding of good sound dogs. Careful thought and
familiarity with the breeding lines is very important. Selecting the best parents
will produce excellent temperament and rewarding Rottweilers. Like any
breed, bad breeding will produce undesirable dogs to the general public. This
does a lot of harm to the breed and will continue the negative perception of
the Rottweiler.  Not only looks, but temperament is super important. Also,
having the interest to learn about this breed is imperative if someone is
interested in purchasing a Rottweiler. Education on just how wonderful a
Rottweiler can be, must be generated by (good) breeders to future buyers.  

What advice do you have to people new to the breed who want to
become breeders? 
I have to say, think long and hard before making that decision! If you are in it
only for the money, think again!  It is important in breeding to have healthy
males and females. The breeding pair should have the following tests.
Passing results for HD (Hips), ED (Elbows), and Ztp (Breeding Suitability
test) are of utmost importance. Also, check for JLPP before breeding. The
disease can only happen when carrier is bred to carrier so make sure you are
not breeding two carriers.  Working tests (IPO/IGP) is a nice bonus, as well
as show ratings and titles. Many people who are interested in breeding are
willing to spend more money on a male than a female. This is a false
economy!  It is it best to start with some good high-quality females with
excellent temperaments. Remember,
the females are the foundation of your
kennel! If you have a beautiful
Rottweiler female, but she has a bad
attitude, this is not good breeding
material. 

It is important to have an excellent vet familiar with your dog for any emergencies. A good
reproduction vet is super important! 

We have a new buyer's contract that we review before the sale of the puppy. There are two
requirements we emphasis. Not to breed the female until she is at least two years old and has
passing hips, passing elbows and JLPP test result. The other is if the puppy does not work out,
please call us so other arrangements can be made. We do not want the puppy to end up at an
animal shelter or be given away.  

I have to say, it is a constant requirement for us, to learn from experienced breeders. Two
Rottweiler breeders who have been our loyal friends and advisors are: Mike and Andrea
Vandergrift of vom Hause Vandergrift Rottweilers in Millington, Tennessee. Mike has been in
contact with us from the very beginning of our breeding years. We formed a special friendship
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Contact Louise Odom for information on how to purchase her recently released
children’s book, Tiffany, The miracle Swan.

with Mike early on and benefitted greatly from his years of breeding. Another is Gary and Kristi Marshall, of vom Hause Marshall
Rottweilers in Cache, Oklahoma. Gary was the first to call us shortly after we purchased Eskin vom Blauen Stahl and requested
Eskin's semen. It was a suggestion from Mike Vandergrift to give us a call. After months of exchanging information, we formed a
respected friendship with both breeders. Reading books is fine, but it does not cover the personal experiences of established
reputable breeders. Do your homework before diving into the world of Rottweiler breeding! It is like a roller coaster ride, many ups and
many downs. Breeding is a serious commitment, and it takes considerable time and energy to become a respected and sought-after
Rottweiler breeder. Every litter and every female are new experiences. You cannot ever leave your guard down. Knowing the habits of
your females helps considerably with repeat litters. You have an established relation with that female and know more what to expect
with her litters. But with a first-time mother it is a guessing game!     

One of the most rewarding feeling for us is to see the ecstatic faces on our puppy buyers! We look forward to hearing from them about
the joys and experiences of their new puppy to their family. This makes the breeding experience a delight when the pups go to their
forever home.  

Please share with us anything you want to discuss about the Rottweiler. 
Before I owned Rottweilers, my impression was pretty much the same as a lot of other uninformed people. They do not have a fair
reputation, mostly because they are a large breed. I was one of those uninformed people and have learned they are incredibly loving,
protective, smart and very loyal. Whenever we get calls for puppies, I always ask if the person is familiar with or owns Rottweilers. The
ones who do love the breed, and are usually good choices for a puppy home.  They are devoted to the Rottweiler breed and
understand how to raise a Rottweiler properly. I always am concerned when a prospective buyer has no experience with Rottweilers.
When I get comments such that they own a French Poodle or Chihuahua, I think…is that a good fit for a Rottweiler puppy? In most
cases, it does not work out well. So, to be fair to the Rottweiler puppy, and the interested new owners, I stay away from that situation
and recommend they do further research on the Rottweiler breed.   

Does TTRM have any meaning to you?
Huge! Anyone who wants to stay informed with the show
circuit locally and nationally needs this magazine! The Total
Rottweiler Magazine has many educational articles from
experts in all the fields of Rottweilers. There is information
on available dogs for sale and puppies from all over the
word. It is a first class publication with many photographs.
Jane Mitchelmore, the editor, does an excellent job
organizing and publishing this premier magazine. Every
Rottweiler owner, either new or experienced to the breed,
needs to have The Total Rottweiler Magazine in their
collection. John and I always give The Total Rottweiler
Magazine to every puppy buyer that does not already
subscribe to it.  This magazine encourages the buyer and
creates more excitement about the Rottweiler breed. This
magazine shows the top breeders and the top Rottweilers in
the world. The buyer appreciated knowing they purchased
from a reputable breeder who is featured in this magazine.
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Rottgems Kalerah Lexa

Ubersein Dream Catch Me

Clyzan Seventh Heaven

A Variety of Some of the Best in Specialty Show Winning
Males & Females in the Last 12 Years in Australia          

                              Photos: Joanne Daisy Swanson           Darkcide@bigpond.com

Ubersein Don't Do Me Like That

Ubersein Hullabalou

Zlatnik Heidi

Clyzan Seven Deadly Sins

Zalapa Son of a GunWillemstadt Saffron Dust

Hammersmark Blazin Ruby Rakaaz Listen Up
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Darkgypsy Da Mighty Angus

Ubersein Tough T Tease

Camerrot Havanas Havoc

Ubersein Dynamite

Stolzsein Kustom Kouture

Ubersein Vaterbos Legacy

Darksupreme Gonzo

Zessinhuf Cenzie

A Variety of Some of the Best in Specialty Show Winning
Males & Females in the Last 12 Years in Australia          

                              Photos: Joanne Daisy Swanson           Darkcide@bigpond.com

Opalnera Cry me a River

Hegestrauch Paz

Ubersein Dream Catch Me

Darksupreme Infamous Warrior

Vitosha Von Keleman
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    Ubersein Veni Vidi Vici

Zocco Is Rojaus Slenio

Ubersein Love you Long Time

Svawill Wenna

Ubersein Get A Grip

Kormeister Merlin

Wiseweilers Darken Rahl

A Variety of Some of the Best in Specialty Show Winning
Males & Females in the Last 12 Years in Australia          
Photos: Joanne Daisy Swanson           Darkcide@bigpond.com

Luthcridhe Arya

Ubersein Dancing in the Storm Cabulla Davy Jones

Ubersein Strikes Again Dellahar Imme Stambakai I Am Billie Jean

Crobreed Gino Connalpie Black Shiraz

Eclipsen Darkside Ofthe Moon
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Blooper - Kharma

Starkhere Never Ending Story Rotteln Bundy Bear Wenno of Nicolas' LionAlchemy War Pigs

Dellahar Double Deal Blooper - Notch Blooper - Bling

Blooper - Heidi

Blooper - Kharma

Blooper - Kito Blooper - Paz Blooper - Rocky

Blooper - StrikerBlooper - Saffron

A Variety of Some of the Best in Specialty Show Winning
Males & Females in the Last 12 Years in Australia          
Photos: Joanne Daisy Swanson           Darkcide@bigpond.com

 

Ubersein Ba BlingOberschoen Black Ash
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Eddy Dewolf - avid football player
until knee operations but still did

helper work. 

Eddy Dewolf (right side) with his first Rottweiler, Mike.

L-R: Rudi Horemans @ BRK BG Waanrode & Eddy Dewolf

Eddy Dewolf & Tron Van Het Polderbos

                             Interview with Eddy Dewolf (Belgium)
                                       Interviewed by Jane Mitchelmore  
                                                     

  website: http://hof-chao.net

hofchao@hotmail.com +32.476.799.767

My name is Eddy Dewolf. I was
born on April 8, 1969 and I live in
Belgium. I own the Rottweiler
kennel, Hof Chao Rottweilers. I am
also current president of the
National Belgian Rottweiler Club
(NBRC).

This is my story. I saw the
Rottweiler for the first time ever in
an old war movie. Later, I found out
that in the town where I lived there
was a policeman who had a
Rottweiler as a service dog. 
How could I have known at that
time that the Rottweiler breed
would rule the rest of my future
life?

In 1992, I started looking  around
for a Rottweiler puppy. At that time, without knowing better, I went to a puppy farm who was selling
all different breeds and they were advertising Rottweiler puppies. I bought my first puppy, Mike,
from this place. Mike didn't have any papers. He also looked much more like a Doberman than
Rottweiler. His behavior was far from the characteristics that Rottweiler should show. He was a
mentally unstable dog who could not be
trusted. However, I took my first steps in
the dog sport with him. We didn't get any
results but I did find a training club that
gave me a good feeling and made me feel
welcome with Mike. 

At that time, there were a lot of training
clubs around me. For me, the most
important thing was, and still is, that when
you join a club you feel welcome and can
go to trainings with a positive feeling and
support of your training group.       

How did you locate the kennel where
you bought your second Rottweiler
from? 
In 1995, it was time for my second
Rottweiler, Tron Van Het Polderbos. Tron
came out of combination Falco von der
Teufelsbrücke x Raika vom Schloss
Hexental. I had actually already ordered a
puppy from Germany (kennel Aachener
Tor) from a litter out of his Bronco Vom
Aachener Tor, who was son of Iwan vom
Fusse der Eifel. Due to communication
problems and misunderstandings, my
German was at that moment still zero and
Heinz's English was on same level. I ended
up canceling the reservation.  

Around same time, I found the kennel Van
Het Polderbos by going to see some shows
held by the Belgium Rottweiler Klub. Van
Het Polderbos was known to be a good
kennel and they were located close 
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 Falco von der Teufelsbrücke 

Tyson Van Het Polderbos

Raika vom Schloss Hexental as a veteran

Raika vom Schloss Hexental

Tron Van Het Polderbos at the French KS

Tron in Denmark. He sired a litter in Denmark so I
went to visit the litter. 

Tron’s trophy from my first ADRK show
1997 - Bielefeld, Germany

to my home. I made contact with
Eddy and Georgette and ordered a
male puppy from them. Once the
puppies were born and were some
weeks old, Eddy advised me to
wait for the next litter that was
planned: the famous T-litter out of
Falco von der Teufelsbrücke x
Raika vom Schloss Hexental.
Raika was, at that time one of the
most beautiful females and Falco
von der Teufelsbrücke was ADRK
Klub Sieger in 1994 and 1995.
Later on, Falco's owner Paul
Hermann Wurz, become a good
friend of mine and still is after all
these years.    

So, I decided to wait for the “T”litter and
bought a second pick male. The first pick,
Tyson Van Het Polderbos, was for Ismael
DeVos and grew up to be IPO World
Champion. 

With Tron, I started in IPO, now known as
IGP. I was very lucky to have a great
training group around me who supported
me and Tron and we made IPO3. Tron was
my second dog, so there was a lot of
learning, falling down and getting up again.
Tron was very good dog but I was still a
newbie in dog sport and needed to learn
everything.  

The “T” litter Van Het Polderbos really
made history:
Talle Van Het Polderbos (female)—she
won many shows in Belgium and Germany
and was later sold to the United States.  
Tessa Van Het Polderbos (female)—she
won some shows in Belgium and was later
sold to Italy. 
Tyson Van Het Polderbos (male)—owned
by Ismael De Vos, was IPO/SchH3 Belgium Working Champion All Breeds 1998,
Luxemburg CH All Breeds, World CH FCI with the Belgium team and IFR World
Winner in 2000.
Tara Van Het Polderbos (female)—owned by Frans Schaafs (President of Dutch
Rottweiler Club)
Tchibika Van Het Polderbos (female), owned by Roger Vandereycken (president of
Belgium Rottweiler Klub)
. Tron Van Het Polderbos (male)— my
dog. He became a Belgium and International
Champion, won some very big shows
and was later IFR World Sieger in 2000
and an IPO3 dog.

In 1997, I decided to enter Tron to my
first ADRK show. I remember this show
still very well. The show was in Bielefeld
and Tron won V 1 in Open Class at the
age of only two years. Tron was placed
above the famous Jackomo von der
Bleichstrasse. The judge was Paul Fleige
(ADRK). 

Later on, Tron played a major of our kennel. He was truly one of the most important dogs
in our breeding program.  

For many years, I was a member of the Belgium Rottweiler Klub (BRK) and had the
biggest hopes for BRK. Roger Vandereycken was then the president of the BRK and
worked together with Eddy Ten Grootenhuyzen and Roger Copain in the BRK Board.
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Ymke Van De Reyngaard

Vera van de Reyngaard

Ymke Van De Reyngaard

 Kevin vom Bamberger-Tal

John Cammaert with Vulcan VD Reyngaard  
the last Matcho son in Europe

Roger had taken over the president's title at that moment from Jean
Vandereycken (kennel  Kapenborgh) and we all were full of hope and trust.
That same year, I also entered to my first ADRK Klub Sieger Show in
Rottweil. I could never have believed that I would still return so many times
to city of Rottweil. At that time, I was always running around and was very
proud to wear my BRK cap.

Why did you decide to start a kennel?
I decided to start a kennel because I was, and still am, obsessed with the
Rottweiler. Just the same way like my wife, Virpi, and our son Arno. It's a
way of life. We wake up way before the rooster to let our dogs run free and
feed them before going to work. We can't imagine a life without our dogs.

What do you think is the most important factor in a breeding program
and why? 
I think the most important factor in a breeding program is to know the faults
of your female and try to find a male who has that as a strong point. But,
most people don't see the faults of
their own dogs. Every dog, just like
every human, has a weak point for
sure.

How did you find your
foundation bitch (breeding
female) for your kennel? 
In 1999, I bought my first female,
Ymke Van De Reyngaard from Kris
Reyniers. Ymke was from Vera van
de Reyngaard x Kevin vom
Bamberger-Tal. Kevin was owned
by Erwin and Inge Klöck (kennel
Bamberger-Tal). Both Erwin and
Inge became later on our dear
friends. Erwin is an ADRK IGP
judge.

I decided to buy Ymke Van De
Reyngaard as the breeding female
of my kennel because I simply
really wanted her. Her mother,
Vera, was a very nice female going
in her lines two times back to
Hassan vom Königsgarten. The “Y”
litter was Vera's first litter. Vera's
owner, Kris Reyniers, was debating
for a long time between two males
to use for this first litter—Escudo
Von Der Südpfalz and Kevin Vom
Bamberger-Tal. I told him probably
hundred times that if he decided to use Escudo then I would not take a
puppy. I was lucky as he decided to breed with Kevin. 

In 1995, Kevin vom Bamberger-Tal was the Klubjugendsieger. I really
wanted this line because the line was known for super good hips. The
breeding produced a small litter and had only two females, Ymke and Yquila.

Ymke was my female and Yquila was sold to John Cammaert and
became his foundation bitch under his kennel name Hof Ter
Cammen. John and I became great friends. Unfortunately, John died
much too early and now his son Marc Cammaert, together with
Natalia, run the kennel.

What qualities were you looking for? What qualities must a
breeding female have? 
I think this is a good question that every breeder should ask
themselves. Ymke Van De Reyngaard was the better looking female
out of the two sisters having great show results but she has only
given me two litters. Her first litter was our “B” litter that came into the
world with c-section. Her second litter was our “C” litter (one puppy)
also by c-section. John got four litters from Yquila without any
problems. Ymke was a very good mother but giving birth naturally
was a problem. When my first wife, Sherley, and I divorced, Ymke
moved to live with her. Ymke passed away at a very old age and had
very good old days as loved family dog.
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L-R Eric Fayolle, Alan Rekert, Eddy DeWolf & Paul Rekert

Morro Vom Hause Marker Gringo Vom Oberpfälzer Wald
 

Burning Des Princes d'Aragone 

What qualities must a stud dog have and why? 
Mmm…like I said above, every dog has its good and strong points but also
its faults. What I see less and less are males who trace very dominant on
looks and/or working. When you look at the puppies, and you can really see
—ok, this comes clearly from the father! I knew that the line behind Ymke
had very good in hips but also the rear angulations were very straight. Tron
was graded B in hips but he had very strong angulations. So, with this
combination, I was trying to hit 2 or 3 flies at one time and it worked out like
what I was hoping and dreaming for.

What is the most important element that your kennel focuses on?
In our kennel the most important element we focus on is the health. Every
dog in our kennel is HD frei, ED frei, OCD frei and DCM frei. Sure we really
like a good looking dog. Sure we really like a hard working dog, but we must
be honest to ourselves also. In Belgium, approximately 90% of Rottweilers
are sold as house dogs. Most of the pet homes do not mind so much when
the dog is missing a tooth, or if the eye color should be darker but when their
dog has, for example, bad hips and/or elbows and needs an operation—or
even worst case scenario they have to put the dog down, then the breeder
has failed in my eyes. It all starts with the health—physical and mental.

How important do you think a Ztp title is?
I really strongly support the Ztp. However, in Belgium we cannot do the
same way as in Germany because not enough people are training with their
dogs or do dog sport whatsoever. We have actually breeders in Belgium who
don't even xray their breeding dogs dogs for hips or elbows.  

The Belgium Kennel Club, Sint Hubertus, is not like the ADRK. The Belgium
Rottweiler Klub (BRK) and the National Belgian Rottweiler Club (NBRC) do
not issue pedigrees as all puppies are registered with the Belgium Kennel
Club. This means that the breed clubs do not have any power at all.
Breeders do not need to belong to Belgium Kennel Club to breed, or to any
breed club.  

In the National Belgian Rottweiler Club (NBRC) we demand our members
put BSE (breed standard evaluation) on their breeding dogs. If one is a
member of NBRC, your breeding dogs must have also a TSG (Belgium
Socialization Test) and/or a BH. It's, of course, possible also to make a full
Ztp with NRBC. Our members can do also first a BSE and later on full fill it
with the BITE WORK and get the full Ztp. 

What are the biggest changes you have seen in the Rottweiler the past
ten years? 
What we have all seen strongly happening I think are the head types. Where
is this going to stop? For sure, some of the dogs are not able to work
anymore. These dogs can't breathe normally and cannot be healthy as
heads are too extreme. OK. There is, of course, also a lot of photoshopping.
Some of these types of dogs you only see on the internet—not in real life. I
remember a few years ago the same thing: you see pictures of a female and

you think—what? But, then you see the same dog few months later on a big show. You see the dog in life and know—ok, nice
photoshop work. What also bothers me hugely is the lack of bones. We have big dogs with heavy head types and the under part of
the bones, and feet, are still ok but then in the wrists you see many times that they are weak and that the front feet/wrist is turning
heavily out. 

Who are some Rottweilers who have impressed you and why? 
Not a lot of Rottweilers impress me as I have really high standards on what I like. Dogs with impressive running capacity I really liked
were Morro Vom Hause Marker, Burning Des Princes d'Aragone and Gringo Vom Oberpfälzer Wald.
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April vom Holzmichel

 Benno von der Schwarzen Heide  Benno von der Schwarzen Heide 

Josy Von Den Hassbergshöhen  Onda Von Der Teufelsbrücke

Mona von Ostsachsen Sidney vom Hause Neubrand

Mambo von der Teufelsbrücke Falco von Der Teufelsbrücke

Matcho von Burgthann 

Females generally I really liked were
April Vom Holzmichel, Josy Von Den
Hassbergshöhen, Onda Von Der
Teufelsbrücke, Mona Von
Ostsachsen and Sidney Vom Hause
Neubrand. 

Working Rottweilers who have
impressed me were Onex vom
Türnleberg, Gollum vom Tanneneck,
Cash, Cid vom Rottberg, Bambam
von den Wichtelhäusern and Finn
vom Erpenstein. 

Altogether, the dogs mostly impressed me were
Gringo Vom Oberpfälzer Wald, Mambo von der
Teufelsbrücke, Falco Von Der Teufelsbrücke,
Donner Vom Herrengarten, Marco vom Seedamm,
Matcho von Burgthann and Filou vom Räuberweg.
Of course, Hassan vom Köningsgarten, Irk vom
Obergrombacher Schloss and Chris vom
Obergrombacher Schloss have to be mentioned
also, but unfortunately I never had the possibility to
see them alive. 

Why did you decide to breed Trom to Ymke?
I decided to breed Tron to Ymke for several reasons and it
produced the Hof Chao B-litter. 

When breeding Tron and Ymke I was already line
breeding, although I did not know it at that time. I was line
breeding over Benno von der Schwarzen Heide from Evie
Lynn (USA). 

CONTINUED IN VOLUME 42

Donner vom Herrengarten Filou vom Räuberweg Marco vom Seedamm
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                Rottweilers...                                              
Photos by K. Studio                        Tanekwong@icloud.com         

                                               Instagram: kxiansheng8392
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How Much For A Puppy? 
Written in part by Sr. Eduardo Loredo Muller
Translated into English by Angel Sophia Nogga
Modified for dogs by Amber French

Photos by Mario Montes Klaver (Munanis) Munanis@planet.nl

Let me say a few words to you, yes you, the person who writes an email to
simply ask the price. The person who calls and after hearing a price
surprisingly states: “I can buy a cheaper pup elsewhere”. I also address you;
the person who doesn’t care about papers because I want “just a pet”.

No dog is “just a pet”.

Behind every pure bred puppy/dog is a BREEDER. I’m using capital letters to
differentiate a breeder from a pet factory or mill. A reputable breeder does not
breed dogs without papers, that does not protect the integrity of the breed.
Registration (papers) are records of lineage that document bloodline and
allow one to research any possible health issues present in the lineage.
When you tell a Breeder you don’t care about papers what you’re really telling
them is you couldn’t care less about the health of the puppy you just want the
cheapest thing you can find! When you select to buy a puppy from a
reputable and quality breeder, this breeder is responsible for the health of
every pup; both dogs owned and every pup they have sold for its lifetime.
This breeder will skip holidays, miss sleeping, and most of their personal
house space has been turned into space for their dogs . The truly passionate
breeder who loves what they breed, puts their whole heart and soul into it.
Not only in puppies that are sold, but also in each client who owns a piece of
their heart and now is a member of their extended family. This does not take
into account any puppy/dog who might get sick or need extra help to thrive.
Breeders worry about their babies after they leave and will take one back
without question.

A breeder will get their hands dirty, often covered in everything accompanied
with birthing. Because that’s what life is about...In the middle of birth and
death is life. The wheel that keeps turning. A breeder will do tests, echos,
x-rays, analysis, emergency c sections, vaccinations, register litters, research
pedigrees, de-worm, as well as microchip their puppies and get them
evaluated by specialists.

Last but by no means least, a breeder CHOOSES the family lucky enough to
have one of their puppies. Yes, you read that right. A true breeder chooses
who they sell to because they are not making money off the sale. There is no
compensation that can offset the investment a Breeder has made so they
need to be confident the puppy is the right fit. Many times saying more times
“no” than “yes”...A good Breeder will have different criteria for those wanting
to carry on their bloodline, why? Because breeding is not a responsibility to
ever be taken lightly, it’s a lifestyle choice set aside for ONLY the few devoted
people willing to sacrifice.

Because a dog is never “just a pet”. It is the Breeder’s legacy, a little boy’s
best friend, a little girl’s protector, an elderly person’s therapy, a member of
the family, someone’s whole world!!!

Responsible breeding, and owning multiple dogs, is a lifestyle and
commitment that many are not able to comprehend. 7 days a week and 365
days a year with our lives revolving around the dogs.
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Pakistan Rottweiler Club Championships      
December 8, 2019                Lahore, Pakistan

                          Judge: Ivan Ristovic (FCI-Serbia)              
    Photos:   Farid Qureshi (President Pakistan Rottweiler Club & PRC Judge)                farid-qureshi@hotmail.com     
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Koa at 6 weeks, behind his sibling.

Koa and his family.

                           Koa’s Story
                                     By Brenda Ryan (USA)        
                                 "One world. One breed. One love".

DBrotts@gmail.com www.DBRfarm.com

If you've been reading any of my articles in the past, then you
may know a bit about me. You'll know that I live in Hawaii, one of
the most remote places on earth and because of that, as an
island community we struggle as Rottweiler hobbyist. Everything
from dog food, to judges and good dogs, are imported at a great
cost. We must save and purposely plan our breedings. When
my maiden bitch, who we thought was infertile became
pregnant, we felt her litter was going to be special. As I started
interviewing families for suitable homes, it was here, where I met
Obed and his family. Over email, he shared with me that he
never owned a Rottweiler but always wanted one. He came for a
visit bringing his wife and two young girls as I requested. He was
excited, eager and willing to take on the prospects of owning this
breed.

I know some breeders prefer to only sell to homes experienced
with large breed dogs, and others, may only seek out
working/show homes. I respect that choice and I certainly
understand why. Those who are new to our breed need
mentoring. Many prospective buyers don't take the time to read
about the breed and may rely on their breeders for direction.
Often, we are busy in our own lives and taking the time to walk

new owners through the complexities of owning this breed can
be tiresome and repetitious. I get it. I feel that way too,
sometimes. I've rolled my eyes looking at a call coming in, or a
text or email. I have said to myself, "I'll need to reply to this when
I'm mid-way through happy hour."

When it came time to choose their puppy, Obed's family was
smitten by this one huge puppy with the laid-back attitude. I
pulled Obed aside with his wife and told them that the puppy
they were thinking about had a noticeable juvenile heart murmur.
This puppy was passed over by another family after I informed
them of the same news. I went into detail about how the canine
cardiologist detected the murmur and it was unknown at this
time, whether the murmur would go away as the pup grew or get
worse. Considering he had two young girls, both under the age
of 10, I cautioned him about choosing this puppy as his health
and future was uncertain. They chose him anyway. I watched
them grow together as family through social media and text and
Koa matured to a huge, beautiful, social Rottweiler that wiggled
his way into the heart of his entire family. Over the course of the
following year, Obed's family and their dog "Koa" befriended
other Rottweiler families.

Then in late November of last year, Obed called me. I knew that
he was transferring to California for work and the entire family
was in the process of settling in their new home. The plan was
that "Jessie" who owns Koa's sister was keeping Koa at her
home until it was time to ship him over; but there was a problem.
Apparently, Koa freaked out every time he was placed in an
airline crate and bloodied his face trying to escape. A direct flight
from Hawaii to California is just short of 6 hours and the vet
refused to agree to have Koa shipped because it was too risky.
We knew we couldn't tranquilize him, and Koa was already in a
700 sized airline crate, so room was not a problem. Obed was so
stressed and so was Jessie. Obed's wife and girls were so sad. Christmas was on the way and their beloved family house dog was
stuck in Hawaii. I could hear the concern in his voice as he called, worried that Koa would never be able to rejoin them. "Let me
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A picture worth a thousand words.

see what I can do, and I'll get back to you. Let's pray on it for now, and I'll
come up with some solution." I said this as confidently as I could, partially
trying to convince myself at the same time, too.

I put out a SOS. I was in desperate need of help. The coolest thing about
being in this hobby is that all walks of life own Rottweilers. Within a few
days, I got responses from my plea. One of my puppy families run a small
airport where I live. He promised to ask any of the pilots if they might be
able to take Koa as a passenger on a cargo flight to California. I spoke to
my vet, who has known me for over 35 years. He promised to allow Koa to
fly if I was able to help evaluate him and say he was stable enough to fly
crated. Then, I contacted my good friend, Pete, our own local doggie
whisperer, who offered to help Jessie with Koa. I even had a friend who
was a doctor, who may have been willing to write a prescription to say that
Koa was an emotional support dog for Obed, just incase he had to fly in
cabin without a crate. (Disclaimer - I do not recommend doing this). The
irony about that possibility is that Obed would be the emotional support for
Koa. Ha! Within a few days, we had our plan of action with contingency
plans in place. Everyone was ready to help as best they could for a family
and Rottweiler they didn't know. What occurred over the next couple weeks
was truly amazing. Thanks to the tireless work of Jessie and her entire
family and Pete's amazing dog training and mentoring, Koa was able to
willingly walk into his crate and accept staying in his crate. The entire group
stayed in touch during his training through text and sharing photos. The last
group picture shared, was from Obed. It was a picture of Koa, sitting next to
the Christmas tree in their home in California on Christmas day. 

"Koa" in the Hawaiian language means strength. I could not have picked a
better name for a dog who brought out the love and strength of all those
around him, who helped make it possible for him to get home. Our
Rottweiler community, although Global, is a pretty close-knit group if you
ask me. Thanks to social media and technology, in an instant, we gathered

for a good cause and found solutions. I know we can all be there for eachother in a crisis. I'm so proud of how our group rallied
behind Obed, Koa and their family. The support he hoped for with his new group of Rottweiler friends and family came through for
him when he needed them most. How fitting that the word "family" in Hawaiian is called "Ohana." 

The plight of Koa's journey home is best described by Disney's Lilo and Stitch: "Ohana means family and that means no one gets
left behind."
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Indonesian Medan Rottweiler Show                                    
February 2, 2020             Hasil Pameran KRI Sumut          
Judge: Tatyana Popova       
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                           Memories...
                                     To Click or Not to Click: Shaping Behaviour
                                     By Mia Dunn  

Text published: Issue 4 of 2009.   

As a professional dog trainer of nearly 30 years experience, I have seen dog training
methodologies change dramatically over the years. My own experience training dogs started
with Humane Society work in 1980. After six months in the euthanizing room, I saw the pattern
of dogs being killed because of perfectly fixable training issues. This started my career as a
dog trainer and my love for all things dog. I have worked in 11 kennels in three states, with my
longest tenure being at The Hollywood Dog Training School in California. This was the original
Disney kennel and home of The Pinkerton Protection Dogs, Rin Tin Tin, Lassie and Benji. It
was also where William Koehler was employed. I called HDTS my home for 12 years and
became a "dog trainer to the stars" and have trained some very famous and powerful peoples'
dogs. Which really only means people with high expectation levels and lots of attorneys! I
stopped counting the amount of dogs I have trained when I got to 7,000 in 1997 and I'm sure
I'm well over 10,000, as I have worked at high volume training kennels most of my life. I have
used every training tool that has been available over the last 30 years, but I've found clicker
training to be one of the best tools to be implemented by dog trainers worldwide. Clicker
training has sped up learning and made dog training much more enjoyable, and less stressful,
for both myself and the dogs who I train. 
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Glance Down Reward Glance Down

Ready.....

Hunch Reward Hunch

Start

The clicker (or the cricket as it was called) was actually used originally on D-Day to
help the troops identify friend from foe. One click meant "identify yourself" and two
clicks back meant "friend". No clicks meant foe. Clickers were used in movie dog
training as early as the 1950's but did not gain any national attention until 1995 when
Karen Pryor, a marine mammal trainer, published her book "Don't Shoot the Dog: The
New Art of Teaching and Training". Karen and her partner at the time, Gary Wilkes,
brought clicker training to the mainstream and Karen has become the leading authority
on clicker training today. 

What is the Clicker and why does it work you might ask? The clicker is just a
mechanical sound that, once paired with positive reinforcement becomes a way to
mark the correct behaviour you want. The clicker always has the same sound and
intonation, whereas your voice changes every time you say something (even if it is the
same word intended to be said the same way). A clicker sound means nothing until it is
paired with a positive reinforcement, and more importantly you want it paired with a
primary reinforcer (or base drive). Food is the ideal reinforcer because it is vital to life,
all animals must eat to live. This is especially helpful with teaching puppies, as often
the other reinforcements we wish to use, such as petting or toys, may not be as
reinforcing as we wish them to be. Think wiggly puppy when you try to pet, or crazy or

disinterested puppy when you bring out a toy. Even a puppy
with a lower food drive still must eat to survive, so you would
use their meal for training. Petting and/or using a verbal
marker is not vital to life, so it would not be as reinforcing as
food. The clicker can be used while you are talking as well,
thus more information can be given to the dog at once. 

The clicker is classically conditioned as a positive
reinforcement with food - ie click first/food given, click
first/food given. The click happens first then the food is given
soon thereafter. Once the dog anticipates the food at the
sound of the click (which you will usually see your dog lick
it's lips at the sound of the click) then you have successfully
classically conditioned the click to mean... here comes the
food! Now you can use the clicker as operant conditioning,
which means you use the sound to pinpoint the exact
moment the dog's behaviour is correct. You can use the
sound to operate behaviour! The instance of the click gives
the information that whatever behaviour the dog is doing AT
THAT SECOND IS CORRECT, and will be paid shortly. Once
the behaviour is learned, the food is no longer necessary and
you can substitute food for whatever the dog finds rewarding.
NOT what we Humans find rewarding; but, what the dog
finds rewarding. The reward can be a ball, petting, a tug
game, sniffing the grass, chasing a squirrel etc... 

THE CLICK MARKS THE MOMENT TO DOG IS CORRECT
= PAY DAY! 

Another important aspect of clicker training is shaping
behaviour. Shaping behaviour means that you will reward
small fragments of what you want, until you get the final
behaviour that you want. Think of the end result of the thing
you want the dog to do, and all the tiny little movements the
dog needs to do to achieve that end result. I personally like
to train using free-shaping, which basically means I do not
talk or move or lure the dog in any way in order to train
behaviours. I mark the small increments and build from
there. 

Pictured you will see me teaching a five month old puppy, Iva
von Worldintal, to lie down using free shaping. Here I am just
standing motionless and quiet and looking at the ground. 

I click/reward for her glancing at the ground, then looking at
the ground, then dipping her head toward the ground, then
dipping her head and putting out a paw, then finally I got the
end result of her laying down (which I gave big rewards for).
Because the last behaviour (laying down) was the most
rewarded, it took only a few tries until she was hitting the
ground fast and furious! 
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Hunch Glance Reward Hunch

Nose Down Reward Nose Down

Nose Paw Down Reward Nose Paw Down

Down - Jackpot!!!! Cleaning Up Rewards

Once she is doing the behaviour consistently, THEN I will add a cue word to the behaviour (platz)
and I can then only reward for proper position on the platz as my next step. I will slowly build the

length of time she must stay down (one second, two
seconds, five seconds) which is duration, and then
add distance once the duration is as long as I strive
for. 

I find that free-shaping gets a faster and more
thoroughly understood response than when I used
luring the dog into position with food. When you add
body movement or voice to the training situation it
adds more things the dog must try to understand,
sometimes confusing the situation or not giving
complete clarity on what you want as quickly. With
luring, you also have the added step of fading the
lure (handler help) which is sometimes hard to do. 

Another positive to clicker training is that clicker can
help train very small movements that were hard to
train without clicker. 

For instance, a dog who paddles its front feet is not as
stable in position. When dealing with a nervous, or
high energy dog, who paddles its front feet, it used to
take quite a bit of time through correction to get the
dog to stop paddling, especially if it was a nervous
behaviour. 

Sometimes, the correction necessary to stop this
behaviour made the dog more nervous, which created
more foot paddling. Now, with clicker, I can extinguish
this behaviour relatively quickly by NOT
clicking/rewarding until the feet are still (even if I only
get a second of stillness). 

No still feet, no reward. 

I can also reward confident body carriage (head up,
tail up) or so many other things that were difficult to
point out to the dog without clicker. 
There are many more aspects to clicker training that
can be used, not only to teach commands but also to
change behaviour. 

Targeting is a very important step in clicker training
and in being able to take free-shaping to next level.
Targeting is teaching the dog to touch a body part to
a place or object of your choice. Backchaining, which
is teaching a sequence of behaviour backwards from

last to first, is also a very important
part of clicker training, but both of
those topics are another article
altogether. 

When thinking about incorporating
the clicker into your training
program, think of the clicker as just
another tool in your training tool
belt, and the more tools you have to
train the better prepared you are for
the job at hand. 

Until next time.... Happy clicking! 
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                           2019 England’s National IGP Championships - Random Dogs     
                        Photos: Kevin Ironside                    kironside@blueyonder.co.uk           

www.facebook.com/kevin.ironside.3                    
Instagram: kev_ironside_dog_photography             
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Nick Vannerom - Victoria Rottweiler Club, Victoria, BC, Canada

Picture 1

Picture 2

Picture 3

                               Nick Vannerom (Belgium) 
                                     Pictures & Answers
                                          Available for workshops worldwide - fluent in English & Dutch     

nickvannerom@skynet.be WhatsApp: +003.2475311236 

In this article, I want to write a bit about some pictures, taken at
a workshop I did a few year ago at Victoria Rottweiler Club in
Canada. Sometimes, it is not so very easy to describe exactly
what a picture shows but I will do my best. These pictures are
also a very small part of the trainings and methods I follow and
show at a workshop because I am a big fan of dividing every
exercise in many small parts. I work on each part separately
until all of the small parts are good. Finally, I put all the pieces
together and get the final exercise. 

In general, the emotions of the dog are super important to me.
So I will always 'read' the dog and feel what I think is best to do
at a certain moment by reading his body language and what he
shows me with his eyes. For this reason, I will many times make
myself  'small' and lay on the ground or go on my knees. This
way, I become 'smaller' and the dog becomes 'bigger'.  Many
times, I will start doing this while the dog is holding onto the
pillow and I am out at distance holding pressure on the pillow by
pulling the line that is connected to the pillow. Meaning is to
make the young dog to pull so the young dog will feel stronger
than me and the dog will gain convidence.

On Picture 1 you see me doing this—using a small pillow that is
nice and comfortable for the dog and easy to hold on but still in
a shape to work on the full grip. In this picture, I am trying to
motivate the dog to pull and get used to a 'different' picture or
situation. 

On picture 2 it is again with the same pillow. I make myself
smaller and step-by-step show the dog that the moving of the
hand/arm is only a positive thing. This teaches the dog not to
worry and to stay calm in his grip and in his body movement.

On picture 3 you see a bit the next step. We moved up to a young
dog sleeve. This way, it is still a nice feeling for the dog to bite and
perfect to work on the grip. Changing from a pillow to a sleeve is a
big step for the young dog. In this picture, I am on my knees so that
I am a bit smaller to the dog and making 'physical contact' by
touching and petting the dog. For me, it is  just super important that
the dog learns to trust the helper and step-by-step builds up
experience to feel strong enough to just keep on holding on. 
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Picture 4 Picture 5

Picture 6

Picture 7

In picture 4, we moved up to 'a normal' sleeve. But, even with a
normal sleeve, I will still try to get the dog confident in all these
situations and make the dog feel stronger by pulling me!

Picture 5 shows a young dog. The picture shows that I want the
dog to be active and to activate me. At moments, I will stand still
as I want the dog to be active so the dog learns that he will
have to activate the helper. Too many times there are helpers
who are constantly activating the dog. Finally, the dog will not
work when he is not activated by the helper. At the end, it
should be the dog activating the helper.

In this picture, again I use a nice pillow to develop the grip.
Using this kind of pillow (good shape and nice feeling for the
dog to bite) is for me super important! Using good material is
super important!  When you use too soft or too hard of a
material for a young dog, the young dog will feel uncomfortable
and will start chewing or getting in the grip.

Picture 6 is a picture of a very important exercise for me. This 'running by' exercise will teach the dog the technique and focus to jump
at the correct moment! When you see the point where the front feet of the dog are, and the helper focuses on that point, and runs by
with the sleeve high up, the dog can only make a good grip when the timing of the dog is perfect. If not, the dog will be up in the air too
early, or jump too late, and the dog will miss the grip. Super important is that the handler holds the dog 100% without moving. 

I start running side ways in this exercise so it is a nice feeling for the dog. Once the dog understands, and builds up his technique, I
will then start running step-by-step more straight into the dog on some trainings. This is a nice exercise to teach the dog to keep the
focus on the sleeve and to get used to the 'picture' of the courage test. 

For some dogs, it can be useful to make them jump over
something to teach them a better technique in the courage test.
In picture 7, you see a dog jumping over a small jump that I
used. For some dogs, it can be a big help and when you
continue to make them jump time after time, they build up the
habit to jump nice! In the picture, I also keep the pillow on the
outside—beside my body. 

To start the courage test, I want the dog to show an 'easy way'
to jump 'safe' beside me so they build the confidence to keep
the speed up. You can see it as 'a high way' for the dog to run
on and jump. Once the dog is having the technique and the
speed, I take the next step to do kind of same exercise but with
a small sleeve. Once all this goes well, I will start to hold the
small sleeve in front of me and slowly bring it outside and step-
by-step bring the sleeve later and later outside. The dog learns
that he will see the sleeve in front of the body of the helper but
will realize always to jump a bit to the side of the helper so the
helper can catch the dog safe and the dog can keep up the
confidence to go at full speed.
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Picture 8

Picture 9

Picture 8 is a picture about doing a track with a puppy. Once the puppy has
done a few sand paths, I will start by moving the track into 'footprints'. 

When I start doing this with a puppy, I like to be beside the puppy and make
sure that puppy looks into every footprint from heel to top of the footprint and
that the puppy doesn't lift his head up. It is my belief that the first few times
the puppy goes into 'footprints' that the puppy will have to learn to keep his
nose all the time down and check the complete footprint. So, I will 'guide' the
puppy a little bit but he also learns that the nose always has to stay down on
the track.

Picture 9 is a picture where I was playing with a puppy with food but also using that
moment to start doing exercises in a fun and nice way. Easily, you can use these
moments to increase the food drive and while doing this, do some positions with the
puppy by using your legs. This is just a fun thing but still can be helpfull! For
example make the puppy go under your leg and when the puppy is under,you bring
your leg a bit down and help the puppy in a down position and reward with food. To
do a stand, you do the same but make the puppy walk over your leg. Once the front
feet are over your leg, you lift your leg a bit and the puppy is in a 'stand' position.
This is just all fun and a extra way to introduce the positions in a way where the
puppy learns to know his body and body movements. Also, nice in this way is that
there is a lot of physical contact between handler and dog and will build up a much
stronger relationship between the handler and the dog.

This text is just a very small part of the trainings. Over the years, many new and
different ideas have been developed in our trainings. I am a big fan of 'training by
emotions' so for me the emotions of the dog in training, and during the exercises is
super important! I think it is important to always try to understand and  read the dog
and try to find the best way that suits a certain dog. I don't believe in 'one way of a
system'. So, the biggest challenge as a trainer is to find the best way or method for
every individual dog!
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Bruno v Gandaraley

Farrow v LordsNLadies

L-R: John MacDonald & Santiago Arteaga
Freya vh Odoms - Youth Siegerin

Toby v Gaundaraley

             L-R: Frank Ramirez, Maggie G & John MacDonald

                  2020 RKNA USA Southwest Sieger Show, BST & Ztp   
                                     Phoenix, Arizona                  Hosted by Rottweilers of the Southwest Klub          

        Judge: John MacDonald (Australia)                   February 7-9, 2020
Ztp Helper:      Helper Charles Maleaque James                   

 
Thank you everyone who supported our first RKNA show, BST & Ztp and for
making it a success! There were high quality dogs entered, judging was fair and
correct. Special thanks to Maggie for handling our entries and being our Event
Secretary. With your expert help, our club’s ran a professional and fun event! We
so very much appreciate how you helped us! Also thanks to Frank Ramirez for
being our ring steward and to Jane Mitchelmore for being our photographer and
for helping us set up and take down.  

Thanks to our Judge, John MacDonald from Australia. It was a privilege to have
you judge for us. Thank you for taking the time to share your knowledge of the
breed with entrants and spectators and for being patient with our club. We hope
you enjoyed your experience and our club and we hope you will want to return. 

Since our event, I have sold my house in Arizona and have moved to New Mexico.
We are planning our next event for 2021! Until COVID-19 is over, there will be
no scheduling of an event. Keep safe and healthy everyone! 

Santiago Arteaga
President, RSK

TK’s Rock Star

Yogi Bear v Schwarzerwald
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Dinner after the show at a Mexican restaurant

BamBam v Schwarzerwald

Thanks to DogSport Gear & Total Rottweiler Magazine for being sponsors to our show! 

Bruno v Gandaraley

2020 RKNA USA Southwest Sieger Show, BST & Ztp
Phoenix, Arizona                  Hosted by Rottweilers of the Southwest Klub          
Judge: John MacDonald (Australia)                   February 7-9, 2020
                  
 

Leo Hernandez
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Roush vd Obersten - Best Puppy Female

Freya vh Odoms - Youth Siegerin

Fantasy v Sudberg Haus

Cysa v Hartenkern - Siegerin & BOS

       Samson v Desert Dominion

         2020 RKNA USA Southwest Sieger Show, BST & Ztp     
                               Phoenix, Arizona                  Hosted by Rottweilers of the Southwest Klub                   

        Judge: John MacDonald (Australia)                   February 7-9, 2020              
                  

 

Alfred v Isas Haus - Sieger & BOB

Leo Hernandez

L-R: Francisco Herrera & Santiago Arteaga
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Farrow v LordsNLadies

Leo HernandezL-R: Frank Ramirez, Maggie G & Francisco Herrera

Roush vd Obersten - Best Puppy Female

Yogi v Schwarzerwald

2020 RKNA USA Southwest Sieger Show, BST & Ztp
Phoenix, Arizona                  Hosted by Rottweilers of the Southwest Klub          
Judge: John MacDonald (Australia)                   February 7-9, 2020
                  
 

 

DMR’s Whiskey

L-R: Cysa v Hartenkern - BOS & Alfred v Isas Haus - BOB Lucky vh Burns IIFreya vh Odoms -Youth Siegerin

Fantasy v Sudberg Haus
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         2020 RKNA USA Southwest Sieger Show, BST & Ztp     
                               Phoenix, Arizona                  Hosted by Rottweilers of the Southwest Klub                   

     Judge: John MacDonald (Australia)                   February 8, 2020              
                                   Jefe v Tonatiuh (only Ztp dog entry)                  Helper: Charles Maleaque James                  
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John MacDonald (FCI-Australia)
giving Wyatt & Freda an award

for young handler at Phoenix show.

Wyatt & Freda winning 1st place in Phoenix
V1 Champion Class

Prize to Wyatt at RSK Show in Phoenix

                           Interview with Wyatt Parks
                                   Young Handler Featured
                                     Interviewed by Amber Parks

aparks13225@gmail.com

My name is Wyatt and I love working with
Rottweilers. I am ten years old and my dog Freda
(Fantasy vom Sudberg Haus) is five. I like working
with Rottweilers and other breeds of dogs. I have
done lots of things with my dog Freda like obedience
bite work, dog shows, dock diving, AKC, and barn
hunt. Rodney Parks helps me. Freda and I have
been working together for her whole life.

When Freda was a puppy, we started off small with
simple obedience and stayed there for about a year
or so. We did shows in between. We started bite
work but we stopped after four months. Then we got
into more shows and started barn hunting. She is still
in barn hunt. We also started dock diving and she
loves the water. We started dock diving not too long
ago, some time last year. We are also still in that too.
We also still do AKC together. Dog shows are nerve
racking but fun at the same time especially when we
win. Freada and I love working together all the time.
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John MacDonald judging BST & Ztp in
Victoria, BC,Canada - February 24, 2020

Graf vom Grüntenblick

1995 National presentations with 
Judge Jean van der Eyken (Belgium)

                               Interview with John MacDonald 
                                     Allgemein Rottweilers (Australia)
                                          FCI Rottweiler Show Judge & Australian IGP Judge     

chakamac@bigpond.net.au www.allgemeinrottweilers.com

How did you get introduced to the Rottweiler?
I came home from work one winter evening and found an
intruder in my house. My brother advised I get a Rottweiler so
my first wife went and bought one. I started training this dog and
went to an IPO trial where I saw the dogs work and I thought I
could do this with my dog. Twelve months later I went back to
that club for a trial and did my first IPO1.

How did you find your first dog?
My first wife found the dog advertised in a newspaper called the
"Trading Post" which is a little bit like Craig's List. The dog had
papers from the Kennel Club but I found out later that one of the
parents was not a Rottweiler—it was a Dobermann cross. 

How did you get your second dog?
I knew from my trainers that my first dog had some limitations.
He had sufficient drive to do the protection work but was not
really a powerful dog and so he was limited. I started looking
around and asking questions and one of the guys in my training
group told me there was a new dog who had been imported to
Australia. I was interested to see the dog so I contacted the
owners and asked if I could go look at their new import which I
did. The dog was an ADRK dog who had been imported from
Germany by the late Jim and Yvonne Pettengell of the
internationally known kennel "Auslese". This dog was KJS 1986
and his name was Graf vom Grüntenblick. 

For people to understand about this dog, his breeder Wolfgang
Gaa from the vom Grüntenblick kennel, did this breeding twice.
There was the F litter and the G litter. Graf's full brother from
the F litter was the father of a very famous dog called Noris
vom Grüntenblick. When I saw Graf he impressed me. He had
a lot of presence and when I looked at him, I just
thought—wow.  The dog was a very powerful, expressive dog
and when looking at him it was really hard to take your eye
away from him. I asked Jim and Yvonne if they could refer me

to someone who was going to breed to their dog as I wanted a
puppy for working from him. They referred me to the late Kathryn
Titman who owned a female (Auslese Assi) from two other
German dogs imported by Jim and Yvonne from the vom
Magdeberg
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Wallkuer Carue BH SchH 3 IPO3 AD ZtP
21.08.1988 - 10.08.1999

1995 National RUISS - Best Veteran in Show

Wallkuer Carue

kennel—Felix and Echo. Echo's brother Erasmus, was the 1985
Working Champion. 

I went and looked at these puppies when they were about six
weeks of age. I did not know anything about what a Rottweiler's
conformation should be. I picked the puppy who had a lot of
dominance, who was full of himself and wanted to play with toys.
After I had selected a puppy the breeder said that Jim and
Yvonne would come and have a look at the litter, they would
decide which puppy was a show prospect and which ones were
to go to other homes. They said the puppy I had picked would not
be a show dog because he had black on his feet and sooty
markings. I was happy with that so took that puppy.  I was very
fortunate to be able to get a puppy from that breeding.

That puppy was Wallkuer Carue ("Chaka") and during his
working career he attained BH, SchH3, IPO3, AD and ZtP. He
was 3x High in Trial, 4x SchH3, 2x IPO3, multi high Rottweiler in Trial and on numerous occasions, highest score in trial in the
three phases of tracking, obedience and protection. As well as his exceptional working career, Chaka had a prestigious show
career being V-rated 11x (having only been exhibited on 13 occasions), 2x Runner-Up to Best Exhibit in Show and siring in excess
of 110 progeny, including SchH titled, V-rated and Best in Show winners. He passed his ZtP under the late Herr Kurt Lohnert
(ADRK) and also successfully performed a demonstration of the Körung procedure in 1994 under Körmeisters Lohnert and
Hartmut Teschke. 

Wallkuer Carue - protection
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NRCA CH Allgemein Falko

John & Wallkuer Carue - 
1996 Working Trial, Judge Bill Knox (USA)

NRCA CH,  Aust CH Allgemein Felix 

How did you get interested in showing?
So I then had this young puppy. I had become friendly with a lady
who I am still friends with who is a Rottweiler judge and who has
helped me, Mrs. Yvonne van der Horst. She saw my puppy when
he was 8 weeks of age when I went to an IPO trial with my other
Rottweiler. She was very impressed with the puppy. I had just
met my present wife and she also saw him and really liked him.
Yvonne encouraged me to take my puppy to a dog show. 

The first Rottweiler show I went to was in the city where Yvonne
lived and my dog won the Best Male Puppy in Show. This was
Australia's 1st National Rottweiler Show in 1989. The next show I
went to was in the following year, the 2nd National Show, and I
put my dog in the Intermediate class (18-36 months). He came
2nd to his litter brother, Reserve CC and then went on to win
Runner Up Best Exhibit in Show. That is how I started with the
dog shows. Around the same time I became involved with my
State Rottweiler Club. I was not really planning on being in the
Rottweiler club as I was just interested in working with my dog
but my wife told me I had to join the Rottweiler club to get the
dog's hips x- rayed (Australia didn't x-ray elbows back then).  My

wife was on the Rottweiler club's committee at the time and then she wanted me to help her and that is how I got involved in the
Rottweiler Club. 

What made you decide to become a breeder?
My wife had a couple of females and she was interested in
breeding but those females were not strong in temperament so
we set out to find a more correct female.  We subsequently
found a female as I had met someone who had just imported
some Rottweilers so we were able to buy a puppy from him.

Why is it so hard to import to Australia?
Because of quarantine. On arrival in Australia dogs must be in
quarantine for 10 days. We do not have diseases like rabies,
brucellosis or ehrlichia canis, however leptospirosis is relatively
rare here. Our government wants to ensure that our livestock
and wildlife are protected so they have strict quarantine
requirements. 

How important is a female in a breeding program?
It is super important to have the correct breed worthy females. If
you do not have the correct breed worthy females, you will never
ever get good dogs. You will never get the quality and what you
desire without correct females.  A correct female needs to have
good temperament, good bone strength, substance and good
type. The beauty points are important because some of them
are very hard to rectify especially mouth pigment. It is very
difficult to correct a pink mouth problem and an eye colour
problem can take a long time to correct if there are light
coloured eyes. You also need to make sure that the female has
good activity levels. It cannot be a dog who is always lazy. The
dog should have some vitality about her, and must have energy
so she wants to do something. The dog should be able to play
for a period of time, not just 5 minutes of playing but more than
that. The absence of this is not something you want in your
breeding as it will just be passed onto the puppies. 

It was because of my dog Chaka's breed line that my wife and I,
together with our friend Stephen Wade, imported from the USA

Kjeringa's Corona v Kernecht, a daughter of the legendry Noris vom Grüntenblick whose sire was Falko vom Grüntenblick, a full
brother of my dog's sire Graf. We bred Corona to a Dutch dog,
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Kjering’s Corona v Kernecht (Imported from USA)

Allgemein FalkoAllgemein “U” litter 
Karl vd Crossener Ranch x Allgemein Swift vom Night

Allgemein “V” litter 
Rumo vd Fischermuhle x Abby vom Eifelbrillant

Don Guan V'T Detoricahof, and this combination created an
exceptional litter. I had two males who went multi V-rated and
multi BISS and RUISS but not many people bred to them. 

The experienced established breeders did not breed to them. A
couple of new Rottweiler breeders bred to my males and were
very happy with the offspring produced. I asked myself why the
experienced breeders were not interested in breeding to my
dogs and concluded that they were always looking for a dog
that was V1, or they would buy frozen semen from overseas or
they were looking to do something "different". Those dogs might
be very good dogs, but if you look at some breeders in some
countries, they breed a type. People may like that type but it
may not be the correct type. Just look at the Rottweilers with an
extreme head—this is not the correct type. Breeding is about
trying to produce the right type and doing this by using the right
dogs in the right combination and for the right reasons. The
right type is not just the look of the dog and the right reasons
are to improve the breed, to breed to the FCI Breed Standard
and not to exploit the dogs. I find it a lot, when I look at dogs,
that I can see why a breeder did a particular breeding.  

There is a very good saying—It takes a husband and wife to
produce a child and it takes a village to raise a child. This can
also be applied to dog breeding. It takes a breeder to produce a
litter but it takes a village to make a breed survive and
reproduce instinctive behaviour.

How important is play/prey drive?
All dogs will have some level of play/prey drive. What is
important is the arousal point of this or the trigger point.  

Can you describe nerve and drive?
The purpose of the existence of all species is to survive and
reproduce. In order for a dog to be able to do this, you have a
thing called tool activities/drives and then you have tool
instincts. The four tool instincts are reproduction, nourishment,
aggression, fear and flight. Tool activities utilize tool instincts to
produce a behavior, ie. playing, vocalizing, sniffing, stalking,
biting, eating, running etc. Also, there is sexual reproduction.

Drive is the amount of behaviour in response to stimuli. Drive
would be measured in low, medium and high and this would be
assessed as to the amount of stimuli it took to produce the
behaviour. So a dog could see a tennis ball and get super
excited and goes into a very high prey drive chasing the ball and sustaining it for a long time.  It's the same with its ability to do
other activities—ie tracking. Some dogs have very low drive. The instinct and the drive are connected to the nervous system and
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Allgemein “T” litter 
Hiljashijy Da Diggity x Allgemein Swift vom Night

Allgemein Uttah 
Karl vd Crossener Ranch x Allgemein Swift vom Night

NRCA CH Allgemein Falko

these are genetically inherited. There is prey and there is
aggression.  You have to look at what is the aggression the dog
is demonstrating.  You need to look to see if it is driven by
self-preservation, a combative drive or a predatory drive. 

The nervous system carries the drive. If the dog does not have a
good functioning nervous system it struggles when in the drive
and struggles to contain its excitement and think in this process.
We see some dogs who are easily stimulated who go into high
drive and they will do a behaviour that lowers their nervous
system, ie they will spin around on the spot. Their jaws will snap
but no sound comes out. These dogs are struggling in this drive
to do another functioning behaviour like barking. The same with
some dogs if we say the nervous system carries other things.
For example, we take a dog to a place with loud noises. If the
dog's nervous system is not functioning well, the dog will try to
go into flight behaviour.  So the fear of the situation is very easily
kicked in.  The nervous system carries the drive and carries the
learning. If it does not function right, if the nerves are not right,
even though the dog can have a lot of drive the nerves will inhibit
the dog from learning properly.  

Many breeders do not feel comfortable with high drive dogs.
They are not educated enough about these types of dogs and
they would rather have a dog that they can manage rather than
learning how to manage the dog.  They want to have an "off the
shelf item" which requires no training and that fits their purpose
where they can sell offspring from the dog. When they see the
more active more powerful type of dog they say that type of dog
is not for them. Then one finishes up with a breed unable to
work. The breed looks like a Rottweiler but behaves like a Saint
Bernard. 

In Australia, the farmers breed Kelpies which are working farm
dogs.  There are also Border Collies but the Kelpie is the most
popular breed in Australia for farmers. They breed this small
dog that has this insatiable drive to work sheep but when you
look at the behavior that the dog does, it goes back to wolf type
behavior—the eyeing, stalking, chasing, but the biting part is
more of a nip. Some can be tenacious biters and farmers either
muzzle the dog or use training tools to inhibit the dog from biting
but not suppressing its drive. So when you look at this dog it
almost has a fixed action pattern like looping. It continually
repeats so the dog will run for hours rounding up sheep. What
drives the dog is the epigenesis of the dog. The inherited
nerves and genetics drive the behaviours so the drive level is
related to the nervous system. 

When we look at aggression we have to understand that it is a
life preserving function that all species have from the bee that
stings you to protect its queen to the bird that pecks you. 

Aggression can be best described as follows: 

Aggression is a stimulus respondent behavior. The type of
aggression is dictated by the eliciting stimuli and the
environment/situation that the dog is in at that moment. A good
example would be a dog behind its fence on its own territory
barking, showing aggression towards a person entering that
territory. This would be called territorial aggression. Another
example would be a female with very young puppies that will not
let a stranger near her puppies. This would be protective
aggression. A further example would be a dog that is being hit
with a stick or being given pain in the form of a needle. This
would be pain elicited aggression. Or a dog that had experienced
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NRCA CH Aust CH Allgemein Felix RUISS 
17th National Rottweiler Specialty Show

NRCA CH Allgemein Nora

Jagersieger Aike

Wallkuer Carue - scaling an A-frame.

 

this type of treatment and now we would have a dog
that would be showing fear aggression. Prey
chasing and prey drive is predatory aggression and
the dog when he does this behavior receives drive
fulfillment. That means the dog is happy.

For working, we want a nervous system that is
easily aroused, very quickly triggered and the
behaviours can be divided into prey, defensive
behaviour or an ability to withstand pressure.
Pressure can come from the helper when working
the dog. It can also be when the dog is required to
do what is asked of him. This means not fatiguing,
not running out of drive and not going into
avoidance.  So when you look at some dogs, they
appear to be very phlegmatic—they do not have
much drive but they are quite stable and take
pressure but they are not easily aroused to do what
we want. These dogs are not undesirable animals
because they serve a purpose; they make very
good therapy dogs or assistance dogs. 

So when we are doing a breeding, what we must be mindful
of is will this combination inherit the nervous system that will
carry the drive. Sometimes the dogs who are bred actually
produce dogs that we do not want, they are too sharp. They
cannot be touched and they are mistrustful. This means
their defensive nervous system is functioning on that line
where society says we do not want this.  What we find is
that with very high drive dogs, especially the dogs who are
ideally suited to winning big competitions in IGP, we must
be careful with the breedings we do with them. At the same
time, we also have to be careful as it appears there are
many, many females in the breed who lack robust
nerves—the females lack the ability to withstand pressure.
This is fairly evident by the number of females who only go
to IGP1. Even in Germany, the number of females who
enter the Körung is very low. 

A lot of dogs cannot withstand the pressure. This can be due to two reasons. Firstly,
the genetic component of the dog and secondly it can be the training of the dog. There
are some outstanding trainers who do outstanding work and there are some not so
good trainers and they do not so good work so some of the dogs are falling out of the
breeding program because of the poor training and some dogs are in there because
there are some dogs who have excellent training. Ideally, it would be great to come up
with a test where we just do not do anything with the dog but unfortunately we do not
have that test so we use tests to try and find the desirable dogs and to weed out the
undesirable dogs. 

Breeding can be really
challenging for a
breeder.  Too much
emphasis is often put
on the male. 

The male is important
because he can
produce many puppies
and the female can only
produce a limited
number of offspring.
What we must be
mindful of is if we have
a high quality female
and we are breeding
that female, we need to
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John & Wallkuer Carue - tracking

see what males are producing. We need to have the information about the 
males and the selection of the stud dog really needs to be a male that you
understand 100% what he produces over a variety of different females.  

We are trying to promote the correct temperament with the correct look and this is
not an easy thing to achieve, it is very difficult. If it was just about performance, we
would be looking at a Belgian Malinois. If it was just about the beauty of the dog
and nothing else, we would be having an Afghan. But we want form and function.
We should always look at the function over the form of the dog because obviously
health should be first and foremost otherwise we are not breeding for anything but
fashion. We need to look at the health, the function and then the form. 

Some of the dogs who win trials are not the dogs I would breed to. Some of the
dogs who are difficult to manage in the trial would be the dog that I would breed to.
Such a dog might not want to let go of the sleeve when told to. He might want to
dominate the helper. There are players and there are real dogs.  

Players are where the trainer
has a very manageable
animal and puts on a nice
display. Is that really the type
of dog you would use for a
police officer or a security
guard? Or maybe it is the
type of dog that you decide
to take out and train to work
cattle? So you try to work
him on some cattle that have
never been herded by a dog
and they decide they are
going to test this dog,
challenge it. If you do not
have a tough dog, he will

just run back and hop in the back of the truck. You need to have a dog who
has a combative instinct. You could have a dog that performs a beautiful
obedience routine and does not make any errors and the handler makes no
error.  The dog goes out there and does this really nice protection routine,
really correct. The judge says "the dog gets 99" and the helper says "he had
the grip strength to crush a marshmallow". And breeders will breed to such a
dog because of the dog's score in the scorebook. 

In the ADRK Körung, after 4 dogs have gripped the sleeve cover a new
sleeve cover is put on. They are looking for the dog who grips hard. You
cannot train a dog to grip hard. You can try to but if the dog does not have
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the drive it is very difficult to succeed. You can teach dogs
techniques to grip hard by missing the sleeve but what we are
looking for is the dog who naturally grips hard. 

Training
Learn how to train from someone who has made all of the
mistakes. I didn't have that luxury when I was younger. We
didn't have these people in Australia, everyone was new. The
second thing is when you do something that works, do not be
influenced to change too quickly. For example, I went in a trial
with a young dog who was really crazy for tracking. To calm him
down to start tracking was a lot of work and people would say
put a prong collar on him or tie him to a harness and let him
drag something to slow him down. Not having the knowledge of
training techniques, I decided that maybe he was so motivated
that I would lower the motivation so I would feed him before
tracking. I went into a trial and the judge was watching me
prepare my dog to go to the track and I fed him and the judge
looked at me as if I was insane. The dog tracked absolutely
perfectly and then it started to rain. I got to the last article and
instead of downing at the article he sat as he did not want to get

wet. So I waited and waited as I was saying to myself "now if he downs slowly, I will lose a few points. If he stays sitting, I will lose
half the points for the article". So in my eagerness to get as many points as I could, as I waited and waited, young and naive, my
dog walked off the article and my dog got 0 on the article. So I walked away with a 90 point track when I could have walked away
with a 95 point track.  People need to know the points. 

Training a puppy to a leash and the signals
We take the puppy, put a collar and leash on him and we ensure
he is hungry = motivation. We put the puppy on the ground, we
show him some food, we step back away from him, we give the
leash a little pull/tug and when he moves towards us we feed
him the food. We repeat this and we keep repeating this. The
puppy learns that the pulling/tugging signal is the cue to come
and get food. He then  sees the leash and the pulling/tugging as
a positive signal. The puppy develops no fear of being on the
leash and sees the leash as a positive thing. We then start to
take the puppy out on the leash to toilet because we might have
him at a show or trial and may have to take him out to relieve
himself and he must be on a leash. 

Teaching a puppy to come when called
Every time the puppy comes to us and we say his name we
must reward him. Every single time!  The puppy will soon learn
to come every time. 

Teaching a puppy/dog to sit, drop and stand
We put the puppy on a table (like a grooming table) and teach
him to sit, drop and stand. We never tell the puppy at the start to
drop from a sit because we want him to drop backwards so we
tell the dog to drop from a stand. This is how we develop a
muscle memory into the puppy so that when he hears the
command he automatically gives us the correct behavioural
response. We only tell the dog to drop from a sit when we put
him on a long down in an IGP trial or when we put him on the
down for the hinder escape exercise in the protection work. We
can get the puppy/dog to drop from a sit quite easily if we use a
confinement system or training box.  We do not want to confuse
the puppy/dog. The other thing we do is when the dog is in a
drop we teach him to go to a stand so the dog learns to pivot on
his front feet. If we follow these rules, it becomes simple as we
build the muscle memory in the dog. Then we change from the
box on the table to the box on the ground or we reduce the size
of the box or use a board on the ground. But by training this way
we have a dog that always does exactly what we want. If he
does not do exactly what we want then we just do not reward
him—we just put him away. 
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As the puppy gets older, we do more things; we play with a flirt
pole, we teach him to chase a toy, then we will play with a tug toy. 

When raising puppies we can teach them article indication at 3
months of age; we teach with click and food.  The imprinting of
puppies is about following the rules. Dog training is just about
following the rules of learning—the four quadrants:
• negative reinforcement;
• positive reinforcement;
• negative punishment;
• positive punishment.

That is all it is. Training is just the application of introducing the
signals that you give to make the dog do the behaviour you want. 

Negative reinforcement
Negative reinforcement is where the desired behavioural response
is strengthened (reinforced) by the prevention of a negative
experience/stimulation/event occurring, that being, the behaviour
stops the bad emotions/feelings occurring. A practical example
would be the dog whilst being on a long leash is taught to place its
nose into a box to find food. The dog smells the food and all of the
other odours that are in the box. The dog finds the food and then
is rewarded for sniffing in the box by getting to eat the food. We
then place inside the box a container which has a lot of small
perforations. Inside that container we have placed a snake. The
dog goes to the box which has the container in it and sniffs with
the expectation to find food. At that point he smells the odour of
the snake and we deliver a negative stimulation, eg. e-collar
stimulation. We then use the leash to bring the dog back to us.
The dog then learns it is to avoid the snake odour. This behaviour
has been negatively reinforced.
 
Negativity and fear have a place. Properly understood, reward and
punishment are morally neutral. We only have to think about the
inhibiting effects of punishment by touching something hot, sharp or toxic
to feel the inhibitory and protective benefits of punishment. It's far better
to experience a little bit of momentary discomfort or fear than to be
utterly severely injured or killed by the absence of it. 

Positive reinforcement
Positive reinforcement involves the addition of a reinforcing stimulus
following a behaviour that makes it more likely that the behaviour will occur
again in the future. The reinforcing stimulus (reward) has to be something
that the dog is emotionally connected to. So, if the dog doesn't like to
chase a stick then we don't use a stick. 

Negative punishment
Negative punishment happens when a certain reinforcing stimulus
(reward) is removed after a particular undesirable behaviour is exhibited.
An example would be that the dog did not sit when commanded so I did
not reward it for the behaviour of standing and I took the ball that it wanted
that was in my hand and put it in my pocket. 

Positive punishment
Positive punishment is where a dog's undesired behaviours are punished
by adding an aversive stimulus. An example of this would be my dog
lunges at other dogs so I use a training tool that creates an aversive
stimulus every time he does the lunging. The dog learns that not lunging
reduces the punishment and then reduces the future likelihood of this
behaviour recurring. 

Clear communication with your dog
The signal needs to be clear and the reward needs to be timed correctly.
Classical and instrumental learning differ in their respective functions.
Classical conditioning gives the dog the ability to reliably predict events
that are beneficial or dangerous. Instrumental learning provides the dog
with the information of how these events can be successfully controlled by
making behavioural adjustments that either maximises reward, or by
minimising or avoiding the undesirable situations/behaviours that present
aversive stimuli.
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So the signal can be auditory or visual. What is very clear from
research is that the signal the dog receives and the behaviour
he does after that signal which occurred just before the reward,
is the signal that he operates on. This is the conditioned signal
and the conditioned response. If we were to get a conditioned
response to say the signal "sit" and we were to then change the
signal to "sit stay" and then reward the dog for this behaviour,
the conditioned signal would have changed and it is more likely
the dog would sit on the word "stay". 

So, ask yourself this question: what does the word/signal "heel"
or "fuss" mean to your dog? To him does it mean stare at your
armpit, look at your face? Does it mean stay at your left side?
What it should mean is that when you are at my left side you are
to look at me and when I walk you are on my left side and you
look at me. When you are at my left side you look at me and
when I tell you to look at something else you look at that object
until you are told to look back at me.

If we take exercises from the IGP protection routine as examples, such as the
side transport of the helper to the judge and the attack on handler from the back
transport, the first exercise the dog is in barking/guarding phase after the hinder
escape and the handler goes to the dog and commands the dog to come to the
heel position. The dog should then stop barking and be at the handler's left
side. The helper is then told to step back, turn around and go forward. The
handler and dog are to follow the helper at a distance of no closer than 5 metres
and the helper is to do a right or left turn when directed by the judge. At some
point the judge will direct the helper to turn and attack the handler. The dog is to
remain at the left side of the handler but needs to be watching the helper.

The clearest way for this exercise to be taught is to give the dog a
signal/command to watch the helper. Some handlers use the word "transport"
and that means look at the helper. Likewise in conducting the side transport the
dog needs to be focused on the helper not on the handler so a different
signal/command needs to be given to the dog to be able to do this. So using the
signal/command "transport" tells the dog he must watch the helper. I do this at
home with my dog with a tennis ball and place it on the ground and on the
signal/command "transport" I get him to stare at the tennis ball. At the
signal/command "heel" I get him to stare back at me. 

By breaking down an exercise, shaping it through approximated
steps, following the four quadrants and working on the following
guide:
Q: What do I do when my dog does not know how to do an
exercise?
A: I show him. With help, with reward.

Q: What do I do when my dog does what I want?
A: I reward him. No help, with reward.

Q: What do I do when my dog knows how to do and
chooses not to do?
A: I give him negative feelings. No reward until he does do.

Always remember to have a positive mindset when training your
dog, have your dog in a motivated state, keep your training
sessions short and purposeful and enjoy it until next time.
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Theresia Vikström & Heizelwood Tika, 3x BISS
2006 Finnish Winner, Multi BOB & FCI 2 Group Winner

Johanna Nivla & Heizelwood Iron, 
Finnish Working Champion

Finnish IPO Breed Champion 
2018 - 2019

ADRK IPO World Champion 2017
Finnish IPO All Breeds 5th 2018

IPO3 BH V-RatedHeizelwood Iron

                           Interview with Theresia Vikström 
                               Heizelwood Rottweilers
                                    Translated by Suski Tuominen     

heizelwoodrottweilers@gmail.com +35.8505168338

I could have never seen the Rottweiler, like I see it, if not for my Mom....my
Mom passed away suddenly in 2005. In the middle of the night, I ran from my
place to hers, but I could not save her. She died in my arms. Many came to
me and said “it is so sad  that there will be no more Heizelwood Rottweilers”. 
My doubters who pushed me, and I write this with a good heart, helped give
me the drive to continue. I will always remember some faces who told me I
could not carry on Heizelwood. It is now 15 years later and Heizelwood is
world known.

Before this show, Heizelwood Rottweilers
had never shown in the Breeders’ Class in
the Finland Special Show. At this show, I
made myself, and to my mom, a promise
to enter this class every year if possible. At
that show, Heizelwood won Best Breeder
and every year for the next 11 years in a
row we won. In the 10th year, by a strange
coincidence, it happened to be the same
judge who judged the first year
Heizelwood entered and we again won in
the 10th year. 

TRUST me, breeding is NOT about
winning. The glory is being happy. The
glory is not winning here or winning there.
The glory is enjoying breeding, enjoying
every day, enjoying to work hard, and
trying to be a better than before. It is about
my passion for this breed. It is about our
great Team that makes it possible for me!
Thank you Team Heizelwood! The future
lies in the next generation!

How did you get interested in the
Rottweiler?
The word interest came along with the
breed concept when I began to follow
closely to the Heizelwood breeding work
my mother started in 1987. I was born in a
Rottweiler home. Rottweiler has been with 
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L-R: Heizelwood Fighter,C.I.E HeW-11 FINW-12 BALTW-15 FINW-16
HeW-18 HeVW-18 AD MH

Heizelwood Chiguita,C.I.E HeW-10 EEJW-09 FINW-12 EEW-13 HeW-13
NORDW-13 AD MH + 5x BISS + Best progeny

Heizelwood Fighter,C.I.E HeW-11 FINW-12 BALTW-15 FINW-16 HeW-18
HeVW-18 AD MH

Heizelwood Rottweilers since 1987
Heizelwood Fighter C.I.E HeW-11 V-12 BALTV-15 V-16 HeW-18

HeVW-18 AD MH  Heizelwood Chiguita,C.I.E HeW-10 EEJW-09 FINW-12 EEW-13 HeW-13
NORDW-13 AD MH + 5x BISS + Best progeny

me all my life. Their gaze, essence and spirit have always
belonged in my home. I don’t know life without a Rottweiler. It is
now 45 years since that.

My mother, Marianne, was the soul and foundation of
Heizelwood. She was strongly guided by the appreciation
towards nature, life as well as goodness. Never forgotten the
words: treat nature right and well and it will lead its best to you.
From this thought springs the deepest aspect and with it the
idea that the starting point is the most important thing in
everything. The breed became a big part of her and our lives.
Many of my mother’s trusted persons and friends still move on
with me. I could write about my mother’s thoughts extensively,
but they follow strongly with me and in our dogs. At its best in
Heizelwood Rottweilers for as long as our lines continue.

As mentioned above, my beloved mother died at home
suddenly of brain hemorrhage in 2005. From that day on, I have
continued with our beloved Heizelwood breeding. I breed on a
very small scale, one or two litters per year. It’s a cliche but it is
true—quality over quantity. Currently, Heizelwood has had 43
litters since 1987 and has produced a total of 253 offspring. The
average age of a breeding female is 4.5 years. I want to
continue with our own female line for as long as I possibly can
and Lord is willing. Currently, our own breeding has been going
on for seven generations with the same female line.

Heizelwood has broken almost all the breed records in the
Finland—what comes to breeding Rottweilers from the
beginning and with the amount of breedings. Heizelwood
maintains the highest number of Finnish Show Champions as
well CIE and CIB Champions, the most winning BISS dogs
under breed specialist judges. For eleven years in a row,
Heizelwood has been awarded Best Breeder and is the second
highest producer of Finnish Working Champions. Just mention
few.

Still, the best thing to me as a breeder is that my Heizelwood
dogs are owned and loved regardless of what they provide in
terms of photo opportunities. My biggest wish always is when
one of my Heizelwood puppies leaves to his/her new home is
that he/she will go to a home where he/she will be loved and
cared for with respect.
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Heizelwood Fighter,C.I.E HeW-11 FINW-12 BALTW-15 FINW-16 HeW-18
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Heizelwood Chiguita,C.I.E HeW-10 EEJW-09 FINW-12 EEW-13
HeW-13 NORDW-13 AD MH + 5x BISS + Best progeny

Heizelwood Chiguita,C.I.E HeW-10 EEJW-09 FINW-12 EEW-13 HeW-13
NORDW-13 AD MH + 5x BISS + Best progeny

Heizelwood Isla C.I.B C.I.E Nordic CH, FI Working CH, FI CH, SE CH,
NO CH, IGP3, JK3, FH1, BH

Please tell us about your history in the breed.
I would rather use this paragraph of our breed to make a brief
statement of the following—the longer I have lived, been
involved, owned and bred Rottweiler, I find myself thinking more
and more of our breed’s origin. I understand the new boundaries
and demands of societies, culture, and social changes, but the
fundamental breed dog basis has become ever more valuable.
What makes a Rottweiler? Why do people talk about breed
standards and yet it remains only on the level of talk in so many
solutions; breeding, in fields, at home, in shows and
competitions?

For me, what makes the Rottweiler just so stunning is its desired
qualities among all other breeds. The Rottweiler has never been
an “everyone’s” dog.

The Rottweiler has never been just a sport or show dog. The
Rottweiler has always been Rottweiler and in Rottweiler history it
has been bred for a specific use.

This thought of a wonderful working breed who serves its
purpose is something that everyone who is involved with the
breed, and is breeding, should always return to from time-to-
time and be proud of it.

I am stirred by the breed’s history. Over the years, the history
and understanding of it true our breed has made Heizelwood
Rottweilers breeding more refined and definite. I am so much
more sure what I like and dislike now and what makes
Rottweiler.

History and breed standard defines the Rottweiler and the only
way to preserve Rottweiler and its characteristics is to put
emphasis to its origin and history. 
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Heizelwood Chiguita,C.I.E HeW-10 EEJW-09 FINW-12 EEW-13
HeW-13 NORDW-13 AD MH + 5x BISS + Best progeny

Heizelwood Fame, AD, MH

Heizelwood Xabita IGP1 JK2 JK1 BH ZtP

Heizelwood Imany C.I.B C.I.E FI CH EE CH LV CH LT CH
BALT CH HeW-14 LTW-15 TLNW-15 HeW-16 JK2 BH

Heizelwood Kara C.I.B C.I.E Nord CH Nordic CH
FI CH SE CH NO CH EE CH LV CH LT CH 

BALT CH LT JCH LV JCH EE JCH BALT JCH
LTJW-15 TLNJW-15 LVJW-15 FINW-15 

LTW-17 JK2 BH 
 Kara is the most titled Rottweiler female in Finland

Heizelwood Nova

Please tell us about your
female’s line.
We started our breeding
work with a Finnish female
from the Von Heidensee
Kennel. Unfortunately, we
had to abandon this line for
the reason that the rear
cruciate ligaments of the
offspring were
systematically torn. These
dogs had many great
qualities in terms of
character, working qualities
and appearance. A total of
8 out of 27 puppies from
this female tore their
cruciate ligaments. From
my point of view, this was a
genetic and structural
weakness.

After that female, we got a
new female puppy from the
Minzenhof Kennel. The
offspring and pedigree
were pleasing. This female,
Minzenhof Xanthe, is the
foundation female of
Heizelwood from which we
have come up to seven
generations to this day.
Since 2005, I have taken
breeding stronger towards
the kind of Heizelwood
Rottweiler it represents
today.

I would like to take my time
to talk about my breeding
females so I will speak on
this for the next magazine.

How important is a female
in breeding?
For myself, that is the basis
of everything. You can start
building your own line from
small pieces, but it requires
a long-term know-how
experience alongside. In this case, building piece-by-piece with a pedigree
and qualities and it requires a deeper understanding of the inheritance of
qualities in our breed. Nature has taught me that practice differs from what
is written in every way and slightly beyond it. Just when you imagine you
knew and understood it, nature can bring you back to re-learning the order
of things.

The fact that you manage to build relationships with the right people around
you and happen to get yourself a quality breeding female to start with is a
value that cannot be measured in money. These females are only obtained
with certain trust. The value is realized only after you have traveled long
enough on this path.

For the breed itself, a high-quality breeding female stands out with all its
vitality. There is strength in all essence. No weakness and she must have a

certain charisma. This female has already been the strongest puppy in the box. Grown without problems. Preferably comes from a
larger litter or from a dam with multiple puppies with good outcome/results. Meets breeding requirements. Has the necessary
qualities and structure for a working dog, as well as the breed-typical essence, which I mentioned first. Such a female is not born
out of luck when it comes to pedigree. An experienced breeder can pick up on things that then appear in the dog. This way you
have an opportunity to continue with these qualities. 
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Heizelwood Chiguita,C.I.E HeW-10 EEJW-09 FINW-12 EEW-13 HeW-13
NORDW-13 AD MH + 5x BISS + Best progeny & Tessa

Heizelwood Sumo - 6 months old

Heizelwood Kongo - Finnish Show Champion JK1 JK2 JK3 BH

L-R:Heizelwood Kara C.I.B C.I.E Nord CH Nordic CH FI
CH SE CH NO CH EE CH LV CH LT CH BALT CH 

LT JCH LV JCH EE JCH BALT JCH LTJW-15 TLNJW-15
LVJW-15 FINW-15 LTW-17 JK2 BH & Heizelwood Runo

LT CH LT JCH LV JCH EE JCH BALT JCH HeW-19
LTW-20

The pedigree should be given the value it
deserves. It’s not just a paper that accompanies a
dog. If a breeder is dedicated to his or her own
breeding work, it is easy to find things in the
pedigree that he or she has found valuable. They
are repeated in a distinctive pattern and rhythm.
When I started with the breed years ago, there
were a lot of breeders in the world who had their
own strong lines. Now there are only a few of
these. This has made my breeding work more
difficult, because now certain qualities come with a
package of things that previously did not need to
be included as widely in one generation. However,
the pedigree must never blind oneself to do
matings only on paper. The dog must show the
same things and be worthy of the pedigree.

Many breeders have continued their own breeding work from my lines. For this
reason, I am more precise to whom I sell or give my females. Nowadays, as I
have learned this path, sharing occurs within trusted persons, like-minded and
who I consider good breed people. Heizelwood females involve my work and
dedication over the years. Last to mention: not everything needs to be for sale.
Respect breeders as well breed people, who are not willing to sell everything
because of money. Some great ambassadors of our breed were offered a lot of
money, but they have had their home/family until the end. These people have
my complete admiration and respect.

What do you consider to be the inside spirit of a Rottweiler?
Charisma. A strong breed typical character. The whole dog radiates in vitality.
The gaze with a right kind of depth, sharpness and spirit. The dog is healthy.
Such a dog stands out from the crowd. Stands on all four legs. Carries itself.
The dog leaves a strong sentiment that all is well with the breed.

Would you breed to a male who is aggressive or not social? 
Canine aggression is hereditary. Aggression in our breed is a very sparsely
opened subject. Still, I think it should be understood, even if the answer to the
question is straightforward. Aggression due to fear is completely excluded
from breeding. This should be able to be distinguished from the aggression
that results from a completely deficient leadership problem or a learned
behavior pattern. A dog whose owner has repeatedly exposed the dog for
example to dogfights, or unnecessary pain, is not genetically necessarily the
weakest fear aggression dog but has learned to act in certain situations alone
and by attack. Very often in these situations, there is unintentional and
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Heizelwood Pit - C.I.E EE CH LV CH LT CH BALT CH LT
JCH LV JCH EE JCH BALT JCH LTJW-17
HeW-17 LVW-18 BALTW-18 EEW-19 BH

“I” litter - boys

“I” litter - girls

intentional reinforcement of the aggression. A dog can also behave
aggressively from pain. The point of this answer lies in the fact that there are
cases where a Rottweiler has been given/got into the wrong family/person
and is therefore branded as nonsocial and aggressive. I would emphasize
the responsibility of the breeder when choosing homes for their
combinations. The right Rottweiler for the right home. Get to know your own
dog at first hand and make it your own. I have been with the breed for so
long, that I separate the out ruled aggressive behavior in breeding and they
are not suitable in reproduction in any form.

What do you want to see in conformation? 
First of all, the appearance is part of health. The structure of the Rottweiler should primarily serve its original working purpose.
Mobility, endurance and strength. The type of structure that works for me includes, in addition to the correct structure, the muscle
type and compactness that makes it possible. There is so much deviation in today’s Rottweilers, that only a few things can be
captured in the sense of breeding from the lines themselves. Exterior factors manifested at the individual level are easier to find for
breeding and thereby bring to one’s own lines but keeping these factors systematically from one generation to the next is more
demanding. I fully understand breed-type details, but they should not be given more value than to the functionally powerful things.
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Heizelwood Ice, IPO3, FH2, BH, AD, BST, Ztp, CH, Multi V1, BOB
Kombi/Universal Sieger 2016, FH2 Meister 2017, Youth Sieger

Suski Tuominen & Heizelwood Farro, C.I.B, C.I.E, NORD CH, DK
CH, SE CH, NO CH, EE CH, LV CH, LT CH, BALT CH, 

EE VCH, LV VCH, LT VCH, BALT VCH, EE JCH, LV JCH, LT JCH,
BALT JCH, FINW-11, BALTW-12

FINW-13, FINW14, HeW-14, LTW-15, HeW-16, LTVW-18,
TLNVW-18, EEVW-18, EEW-18, LVVW-18,

BALTVW-18 HK1 TK1 BH MH (most titled Rottweiler in Finland)

L-R: Paula Karvo & Heizelwood  Ace & TheresiaVikström & Heizelwood
Cher C.I.B C.I.E FI CH EE CH HeW-11 FH2, BH, Ztp, BISS 2012  

at Cesar Milan’s show

Heizelwood Iwan, HK1 BH Helsinki Junior Winner 2013

I think today’s Rottweiler suffers in leisure activities and working
usage, because of its insufficient structure and its functional
deficiency. A functional working dog structure consist of things that
intertwine. Without one, it is difficult to get another to work. Good
bone allows for long and larger muscle groups. Better attachment
points for muscle. In our breeds bone-structure there is a clear
difference in lines.

As I am writing this article, I took this matter up here, because I
think that the muscle structure in our breed has suffered a big loss
relatively to a decade ago when the muscle type was stronger and
better. 
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Miia & Heizelwood Espe,  Finnish CH JK1
JK2 BH

Heizelwood Into, IPO3,BH 

Heizelwood Max IPO2 BHHeizelwood Nato IPO1 BH

Heizelwood Fax Finnish CH
Finnish IPO Breed CH IPO3 BH

Heizelwood Ace Finnish Working CH 
IFR IPO World CH 2011 - 7th place

Finnish Show CH, Finnish Winner ’07
5x BISS IPO3 FH1 HK1 HK2 BH

In the musculature other
dogs have a clearly better
stamina and ability to
develop and grow. For
others, there is really no
way to build muscle.
However ideally fed or
exercised, the dog stays
type dry. Also, the same
thing is in our breed’s neck
and shoulder attachment
point. We have lost those
what I call “neck dogs”.
Dogs with a broad neck
attachment starting behind
the ears and widening
downwards attaching

beautifully into wide shoulders. Quite regularly, one can see these so-called crane-necks;
thin and muscleless necks. Especially in combat situations and dogs in protection work
this, what I call a “bull's neck”, is a great help in a
motorly demanding sport and protects the dog from
injuries. Entire articles could be written about the
structure, but many health issues that knock down
a working dog are secondary consequence of the
weakness the structure brings. Unfortunately,
especially within working dogs, these fall into a
larger group and dogs who are not regularly
strained in the same way. The fact is that if you
want to play safe with the functional structure at the
individual level, you have to choose a dog older
than the average age for breeding who has
competed for many years at a high reputable level
and has dogs that are longevity on the pedigree.
This way, genetic weaknesses with health are
largely overcome.

The original question I was asked was what I want
to see in the dog. I want to see: The type. The
vitality. The vitality of the structure. The ease of
movement that strength brings. The relief brought
by the fact that in training or competition there is no
need to fear with the structure. The dog stands
balanced equally strong on all four feet. The weight
is beautifully divided. The dog is compact.
Since birth life has been easy with the
development of the structure. And then THE
most important finishing touch when it comes
to the breed dog—it’s in every way a
Rottweiler structure type.

What can you tell by reading a pedigree?
I must be honest to you all.   The early years
I did not get the concept. It was hard for me
to understand how to build up the pedigree
that would bring me strong qualities in a
systematic way in the upcoming generations.
In the way that they would continue and give
me more possibilities to the next upcoming
ones. I immersed myself into the secrets of
the pedigree only a decade ago.

From the beginning in the early years I loved
to write and look at pedigrees. In my early
years I wrote many of them. I included all the
information of the dogs I could find of them.
It is easy to just copy the information. Sadly,
still the most important information cannot be
found in the statistics. Not even the hip and
elbow statistics tell the truth regarding a
dogs endurance and health.
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Heizelwood Koa - C.I.B C.I.E SE CH, NO CH, EE
CH, LV CH, LT CH, BALT CH, EE JCH, LV JCH,
LT JCH, BALT JCH, LTJW-15, LVJW-15, LTW-17,

HeW-19, FINW-19 HK1 BH MH - 2 x BIG WINNER,
2 x Best In Show runner-up

Heizelwood Cher CACIB CC BOB AD BH FH

Heizelwood Ice, IPO3, FH2, BH, AD, BST, Ztp, CH, 
Multi V1, BOB Kombi/Universal Sieger 2016, 

FH2 Meister 2017, Youth Sieger, Sieger

Heizelwood Iron, Finnish Working CH, Finnish IPO Breed
CH 2018 - 2019, ADRK IPO World CH 2017, Finnish IPO

All Breeds 5th 2018, IPO3 BH V Rated

In regard of the hips in our
breed, there is a clear
difference in the lines in
terms of density, looseness,
depth of the hip plate and
bone endurance. Likewise
regarding the elbows and
especially the increase in
fragments been operated,
which are not reported by
the statistics of a dog x-rayd
at age 12 months. Not to
mention the interpretive
differences of the x-rays.

As for the other tests,
numbers do not tell the
whole truth of qualities. It
can distinguish clear
extremities. Progeny
statistics give the greatest
truth about a dogs breeding
quality. I greatly appreciate
longevity. Pedigrees where
many close relatives have
already died of a reason X
at a very young age, or
several close relatives, are
pedigrees I do not want to
mix with my lines.

The pedigree is the secret
of a quality breed dog.

There is no shortcut with the
pedigree. I immersed myself
into the secrets of the
pedigree only a decade
ago. It was no longer
enough for a Heizelwood
dog on an individual level to
represent everything I
understand a Rottweiler to
be. I also wanted the
Heizelwood pedigree to
embody those valuable,
powerful, and wonderful
things. In a way that could
give a continum for the
breed as well for the
Heizelwood Rottweiler in
the future. Open
opportunities without losing
anything all together. I think
I have have spent the most
time with this puzzle in my
breed enthusiasm. I have
strived to build foundations
piece-by-piece. And yes, I
have had to compromise and cry. I have had disappointments and also had
happiness of success. In everything, I have had to weigh matters what I set
as the priority goal at this combination/generation and what I strive to bring
powerfully back alongside in the next generation. For example, in the next
combination, my choice is to combine into my line the valuable old
disappearing line of our breed only because I get to combine back vitality in
this old line and thereby try to get continuity tied into my line. The vitality in
that line is not of the same quality as in my line, but in that line there are
such qualities of character that I really think our breed needs. Obtaining
that balance will help me with the quality stability in the next generation if
lord is willing. With no doubt, I would have gotten a bigger piece of cake of
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Heizelwood Red

Heizelwood Sumo & TessaHeizelwood Red & Vanessa

 

working qualities by combining this male to another female of mine. Yet by
doing this way, it is not enough to produce a future in terms of vitality and
health.

One tip to remember is always—protect the vitality of your pedigree and
build up vital pedigrees.

Pedigrees cannot be known without knowing the dogs in it. I have already
seen many dogs in pedigrees, but I would not pull through without my
trusted friends with help in this breeding work. The right people are the key
to success. Common goal and trust.

There are defects and diseases in every pedigree. For me, a successful
combination keeps unwanted features hidden. This requires knowledge
behind the internet. There are no answers to it online. Confidential
relationships and a valuable way of dealing with the information obtained
make this possible. Improperly spread and used information does not take
anyone forward. Far too few breeders sit down and discuss the
characteristics of their dogs in a sense of breeding. Many great breeders are
going to part this world and with them is lost a huge pile of important breed
information.

Surely, I often notice, that the right things are not asked even from me,
when people use my dogs. I can't always give a reason why? Why don’t

people care how the male mounts a female? How good is the female’s heat? How does the female give birth? Are there good
burns and is the birth easy? Were the puppies born viable? Is the dam a good mother? Did the puppies grow 7 weeks pretty much
without problems? What else is known about the breeding dogs than statistics?

If you do not have relationships concerning foreign males or females usage in breeding, one can be very ignorant about the
pedigree and the breeding contributes at an individual level. In that case, the first litter may by luck succeed, but then with the next

generation one finds themselves dealing with another kind of phenotype. Not to
mention ignorance of the entire pedigree. Do not expect for one generation
miracles. To establish a type you must keep the type and make it strong before

fixing details. So make sure that in
your future pedigree there are a lot of
dogs representing the same type you
are looking for.

If possible you could say that, most
dogs in the pedigree have lived an
easy life and that they reached at
least 10 years of age. The long-term
breeders in our breed definitely know
what dogs should not be paired with
each other and what should be
avoided. These breeders are also
able to tell which things strengthen
the pedigree in which generation and
in what order it would be safe to
proceed with the qualities. Of course,
you can always take risks in addition
with those that already exist, but you
must remember that then they will be
passed on to the next generation. It is
important to be honest with yourself.
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FCI International Show BEST IN SHOW WINNER - Heizelwood Farro,
C.I.B, C.I.E, NORD CH, DK CH, SE CH, NO CH,EE CH, LV CH, 

LT CH, BALT CH, EE VCH, LV VCH, LT VCH, BALT VCH, EE JCH, LV
JCH, LT JCH,BALT JCH, FINW-11, BALTW-12, FINW-13, FINW14,

HeW-14, LTW-15, HeW-16, LTVW-18,TLNVW-18, EEVW-18, EEW-18,
LVVW-18, BALTVW-18 HK1 TK1 BH MH. Farro won 2x Best In Show in

Int’l  Dog Shows, 3x R-up Best In Show & 3x Best In Show 3rd

Heizelwood Farro - BOB/Klubsieger Finland 2014 with over 
40 CACIB & Multi Group Wins

Heizelwood Farro - titles above

                           Finland’s Dog Title Abbreviations
                           Text Suski Tuominen with photos of her dog
                                           Heizelwood Farro - most titled Rottweiler in Finland                      

C.I.E. = FCI International Show Champion. Requirements: 4 CACIBS
(International Certificate) from 3 FCI countries and 3 different judges.
CACIB is only given to BOB and BOS if the judge thinks the dog is
worthy of it.

C.I.B. = FCI International Champion. Requirements: 2 CACIBS from
2 different countries and judges. Also need a FCI Morking Class
Certificate of required working result.

Many say their dog is International Champion when the dog is not. The
difference is the required working result and CACIB amount. 

FCI 2 Group Winner = dog wins the FCI 2 group in all breed show.
The FCI 2 group is the largest of groups with almost 60 breeds. Best
In Group placements are 1-4.

BISS = Best In Show Speciality show 

Klubsieger or Klubsiegerin = Best of Breed (BOB).   Dog who the
BOB wins against becomes Best of Opposite Sex (BOS)

BIS = Best In Show Winner - All Breed show. Only FCI 2 Group
Winner can participate In Best In Show, where the 10 group winners
are competing and 4 dogs placed.

National Show Champion: 
Nationality abbreviation + CH for Champion. For example, FI CH =
Finnish Champion. Some countries also have Junior (JCH) and
Veteran (VCH) Champions. In many countries, a Show Champion
title is obtained with only show certificates. In the Nordic countries,
Finland, Sweden, Denmark and Norway, the dog must obtain 3
certificates and also have a required working result for
Championship. Some countries need accepted health results. 

To become a Finnish Champion, a dog must have the  2nd level
(IGP2) result and 3x Show certificates. 

For a dog to become a Finnish Working Champion, a dog needs 3x
V result from 3rd level (IGP3) trials and one Good (G) rating from
any show.

JK 1-2-3 = Finnish National Tracking trial
HK 1-2-3 = Finnish National Search Trial

Winner Shows are either FCI International shows or Nordic Shows.
The title is given to BOB and BOS. The Nationality abbreviation
comes first and then -year. Some title examples: 

HeW-19 = Helsinki Winner 2019 
FINW-19 = Finnish Winner 2019 
NORDW-13 = Nordic Winner 2013 

EEJW-13 = Estonian Junior Winner 2013
LTW-15 = Latvian Winner 2015 

TLNVW-19 = Tallin Veteran Winner 2018

MH = Mental Tested
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Pakistan Rottweiler Club Championships      
March 8, 2020                Lahore, Pakistan

                          Judge: Edgar Hellmann (ADRK)              
    Photos:   Farid Qureshi (President Pakistan Rottweiler Club & PRC Judge)                farid-qureshi@hotmail.com     
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Pakistan Rottweiler Club Championships      
March 8, 2020                Lahore, Pakistan

                          Judge: Edgar Hellmann (ADRK)              
    Photos:   Farid Qureshi (President Pakistan Rottweiler Club & PRC Judge)                farid-qureshi@hotmail.com     
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Gyula Takács and Albert vom Mühlwasser 

Albert vom Mühlwasser

Albert vom Mühlwasser 

                            Sitting Down with Gyula Takács (Hungary)
                            
                                               

takacs.gyula75@gmail.com www.facebook.com/gyula.takacs.925

First of all, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to write
for the magazine. My name is Gyula Takácsand I am 44 years
old and I am married. I live in the southeasteast region of
Hungary in a small city that is close to the Romanian border.

My love for dogs has been unbroken since my childhood. At that
time, the German Shepherd Dog amazed me with his greatness,
strength and beauty. I was six years old when such a dog bit
me. I still bear the scars. Ten years later I met my first Rottweiler
and this dog completely impressed me. His confident radiance,
enormous stature and attachment to his owner captivated me.
Unfortunately, at that time, I could not afford to own a Rottweiler.

I bought my first Rottweiler in January of 2001. Luckily, I chose a
clean headed dog with an excellent nervous system. I started
training with him. I learned a lot from him and we became a
regular couple. He stayed with us for 9 years. At that time, we
were just doing obedience and guarding trainings. It was more
of civilian, police dog training.

I do not have long history in IGP sports as I have only been
training in IGP for two years with the help and professional
guidance of  Zoltan Makai. I owe him a lot because he always
strives for perfect and excellent practices. He refines if
something not perfect.

During the past two years, three of our own dogs passed the
exam successfully: Körös Völgye Rott Jasmine - Breeding
Suitability Test, Körös Völgye Rott Niké (59 points), Albert vom
Mühlwasser BH (60 points), IGP 1: tracking 97; obedience 91;
protection 93 - Total: 275 points. Albert is my first dog I have
titled to a BH and IGP1.  

Truly my three dogs have three different personalities.

Jasmine: she has a well-balanced nervous system and a strong catching ability but to be ready to trial for the IGP 1 exam, she
needs to do a lot of work.
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HJ CH Körös Völgye Rott Jasmine

Körös Völgye Rott Niké

 Körös Völgye Rott Niké 
HJ CH Körös Völgye Rott Jasmine

Albert: he is one of my favorite dogs. He has a very good
instinct aptitude and stable nervous system. He is a very
contributory dog.

Nike: she is a real energy bomb. She is an energetic,
temperament dog who is crazy about the prey. She is very well
motivated by almost anything. But this great temperament has
its disadvantages: she tends to work forward, to rush.

Rebeka: she is a six month old female who I bred from two
ADRK dogs. I have great hopes for her!

Why did I choose the Rottweiler as a breeding dog? As I
said at the beginning, I fell in love with this breed when I met my
first Rottweiler.

My breeding program: I remember long ago that the Rottweiler
did not have to be taught to fetch. It was genetically in them. It is
very rare now in the breed. The purpose of our kennel is to
maintain working skills and to produce healthy and beautiful
puppies.

Choosing
female dog for breeding: First, viewpoint is the health and temperament and to
express the kind of trait also.

Shows: We do not go to many
shows. Maybe 4-5 times per year
as this is secondary for us.
Unfortunately, at the shows I have
been to, it is not the dog who is
judged. Rather, the judge looks at
who is holding the leash. So, it is
not about the dog.it is more about
the owner. By the way, if we would
have a harmonic, beautiful dog
who is free from exaggeration,
then we are happy to show it.

To choose a puppy is really difficult
for me. The main viewpoint is the
basic behavior. However, the
motivation and stability are also
very important for me. If you have
these, and even a beautiful one,
then we can look forward to a
beautiful future.

I think there has been a big change
in the Hungarian Rottweiler
breedings recently. Only dogs who
have been screened for hips and
elbow dysplasia, have been JLPP
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Körös Völgye Rott Puma - 11 months

Körös Völgye Rott Niké

tested, have been DNA tested and who have successfully
passed the Ztp test are eligible for breeding certification.

My favorite dog of all time is Elvis von der Mühlba chstrasse. He
is the grandfather of Rebeka. I was in luck to see this legend at 
Laszlo Baranyi’s kennel in last year. Another favorite dog from
worldwide at the moment is Vitus vom Hause Neubrand. He is a
fantastic dog, harmonious and free from exaggeration. He has a
fantastic working capacity and load. His results prove it! I can
only congratulate his owner and breeder, Oliver Neubrand.

What I love in the Rottweiler is his perpetual adoration of the toy,
the way how he looks at you with those deep dark brown eyes.
They have an almost monkey love.

As a breeder, I think we should be careful not to breed dogs
with mastiff or bulldog type of head. We should stick to the FCI
breed standard! It will be also good if the breed does not split
into two parts:
work or show. Fashion should not ruin this wonderful breed.

I was always interested in training. Fortunately, I found St.
Ferenc Dog School in Debrecen, where they are specially
trained at the IGP level. Mr. Zoltan Makai, the leader of the
school, is my mentor and who I seek guidance from.

The first thing I teach a puppy is to eat from my hand. I teach
the puppy to follow the treats in my hand so that I can control it
later as a joystick. I think is the most important. From the age of
8 weeks I start building a puppy playfully. I don’t have a favorite
exercise. I like to do all the exercises. I love when the dog is
happy to do an exercise. The hardest exercise for me is to
teach the dog to hold the dumbbell without chewing. I still have
much to learn in the tracking.

My mentor is: Mr.Zoltan Makai.

I would like to thank my wife, Aniko, who supports and helps me
in everything. She can spend the whole night sitting at our
baby’s crib and then she is up in the morning feeding the dogs
and cleaning the kennels. If I am on the way to training, she
looks after the dogs at home.
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Dylan 1984

Seeuferhause Quantas

Police Trainee Seeuferhause Maverick

                            Sitting Down with Peter Nathan (Australia) 
                            
                                               

Peter.hockings@outlook.com www.facebook.com/poiter.nathan

Thanks for having me. I've had many dogs over the last 40 years, all being
different breeds and personalities. Our first family dog was a Labrador named
Dylan who was our property protector in Papua, New Guinea, and who had a big
booming bark and a gentle nature. I was forever making friends with any dog I
found including strays who happened to follow me home much to my parent's
amusement. I left school and worked as a stockman in Central and Western
Queensland, mustering cattle and competing in rodeos as a bull rider. I had a
Boxer cross named Nico who was my first true love. She turned out to be a skilled
hunting dog where pigs and rabbits were on the menu. I remember working a
creek line at night and I heard the distinct rabbit in distress call. I raced ahead only
to discover my dog was wrestling with a large black headed py thon approximately
8-9 feet in length. The python had a rabbit that it had caught curled up in its tail.
The snake won only because I feared my dog was next. I also inherited a Border
Collie crossed with a Kelpie. He was a great little dog on cattle but not so
courageous on pigs. He chased a sucker into the bush after I had taken its mother
and about 10 seconds later the sucker was chasing him back out with his tail
between his legs.

My working dog
fascination started
when I was in the
Royal Australian Air
Force where we
would deploy with
the MWD's on
exercise. I was
fascinated by their
sense of smell and
their ability to seek
out and locate the
enemy. Although, on
occasion, when I had
to find higher ground
to get comms, I
would be greeted by
a very unhappy
Malinois when I
returned trying to be
covert. I joined the
police force where I
had aspirations of
becoming a dog
handler, though

waiting for a position to be advertised you'd have an easier time becoming an
astro-physicist. After months of training, I tried out for and was selected to join the
Police Tactical Team which was a position that was highly sought after within the
force. It was during my six month basic course that I met the Sergeant in charge of
the canine unit and we've been friends ever since. I offered my services to them
and became their latest chew toy. I thought I had an idea on what I was doing,
however I soon learned that I had a long road ahead. At the time, I bought a
German Shepherd Dog (Odin) from a breeder about an hour away, who was to be
my first real working line dog. It turned out he was the biggest sissy and would run
from his own shadow. So, after ruining my first dog, I acquired another German
Shepherd Dog who I called Dante. He was a smallish dog with a weak nerve but
easily excited and a great nose for tracking. I decided that neither of these two
dogs were what I was looking for in a dog and as it turned out the guy I was using
for a decoy had a Rottweiler from Seeuferhause Kennels owned by Laurie
Boutzetis in Melbourne. 
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Police trainee Johnny

Police Dog Ike

Seeuferhause Dexter

Seeuferhause Maverick

Police Dog Axe

I saw this magnificent dog named
Seeuferhause Quantas, who just
exuded power and confidence, and
said to myself—that's what I want.
One of my mentors, Peter Sutton,
encouraged me to get in contact with
Laurie and I ended up buying a
puppy from Seeuferhause and boy
was he a nice well-balanced pup. I
raised Dexter as a police dog and by
the time I sold him to the police he
had multiple live bites from people
not listening to me. I recall having a
coffee with a friend one winter
morning, -2 Celsius outside and the
car was parked under some trees.
Upon walking back to my car, we
saw two women standing next to the
rear of the vehicle which was
working hard to contain the
Tasmanian devil in the back. He
clearly wasn't happy that people
were standing next to his wheels! I
said to them "What are you doing"?
To which they replied "We weren't
sure whether we should smash the
window to let the dog out as he’s
clearly in distress". After
contemplating whether this was a
stitch up and someone was pranking
me, I laughed at them and said sure
let him out, let's see what happens.
Dexter ended up being sold to an
agency, and when it didn't work out,
they moved him on to the owner of a
security company where he's found
his niche in life.

My second Seeuferhause Rottweiler
came to me at eight months of age
where he had been too much to
handle. I'm not sure what I was
expecting when he was delivered in
the back of a trailer but the dog that
was spread eagled on the ground
wasn't it! Maverick was a great dog
for me as he was handler soft with a
really good attitude. You could tell

he missed a lot of environmental exposure when he was young but he gave it
his all whenever we trained. At this point, I was still part of the Tactical Team
albeit in the Tactical Canine team where I had a Dutch Shepherd cross
German Shepherd Dog and then later a Malinois. 

I raised a Dutch Shepherd that we named Johnny. At 16 weeks of age he was
tracking over a bitumen car park with no problems. I was dismayed when at 10
months he developed issues with confidence and I watched as he capitulated
in front of my eyes. I've never seen a dog who was so strong become so
weak, I was gutted. I then received another Dutch Shepherd from a different
breeder but he was retired at 18 weeks due to a heart defect. He was a
promising little pup with great drives who I had seen work at a Mike Suttle
seminar in Sydney. Once all of these dogs had been rehomed. I was able to
concentrate on using Seeuferhause Maverick on my General Purpose course
as a green dog and he got a reputation pretty quick for being quick on the
trigger but really struggled with his tracking. He was really hot and cold with
his tracking—with some days he would smash it and then others I was
scratching my head as to where this idiot came from although I suspect the
idiot was on the dumb end of the lead. Maverick was a good dog but I wanted
more, so I sold him to the same security company that I had sold Dexter to.
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Seeuferhause Ronin BH

L-R: Peter Nathan,  Seeuferhause Ronin BH & 
Laurie Boutzetis

Just before I sold Maverick, Laurie rang me and said he was getting a puppy back
because he was too much for the owners. They had literally had him for two days
before saying they were sending him back. Seeuferhause Ronin BH, came to me
nearly three years ago and I will never forget his first 5 minutes at home. I had
spent the car trip home charging the clicker which by the time we got to my place
he was ready to go. I took him out of the car and placed him on the ground. Bang
he was off, tail up, growling with gnashing teeth. I looked up in shock as he
charged across the road at 8 weeks of age and wanted to tear my neighbour a
new one whilst he was mowing the lawn. After I retrieved this ball of hot mess, I
put him back in his crate and started to contemplate my life choices. It turns out
this little dog had a temper that he was ready to express it at a moment's notice. I
took him everywhere with me including large multi-storey buildings with every
possible environment for a developing puppy. He was always a bit different than
the other dogs I had raised. He had no problem lashing out ,but he also displayed
a predatory drive I had not seen. I have had plenty of prey dogs but none like him.
He was silent, calculating and vicious when he attacked—especially around my
chickens. He is by far the best tracking dog I have had and you can see when he's
working an odour picture that he just gets it with a very clear track loss when he's
out of odour. I started training at the local IGP club, Karma K9, where my good
friend Luca Campanella is the head trainer and decoy. What a find this guy was!
We started working on Seeuferhause Ronin BH and decided to trial him. I was very
proud of what we had achieved in a short time and I had most definitely caught the
IGP bug.

I rang Laurie about a month ago after he posted video on the Seeuferhause
Facebook page with a little bitch chasing a plastic bottle. After a short discussion
with my wife we decided to take her on with my cleaning duties around the house
being updated. In other words, I was told that if I wanted her then I needed to do
all the work to which I emphatically replied "We'll see". Seeuferhause Storm came
to me as an IGP prospect with her training again starting on the drive home. I have
a very detailed plan on what I want from her and I post regular updates and videos
on my Instagram. Seeuferhause Storm, like Ronin, is a very opinionated puppy
and that's the way I like it. There is no submission in her and she fights back hard
if she feels like she's been hard done by. I'm excited by the prospect
at raising her and I look forward to watching her develop. 

So enough about me, lets train some dogs!!

What do I look for when I'm starting a puppy out?The biggest issue I
see that people have with their dog is conflict and a lack of clarity.
How many people use multiple commands or markers for the same
thing without realizing? How many people say yes, yep, yup for the
same marker? Cue clarity and voice inflection is everything! Don't
confuse your dog by adding unnecessary commands or constantly
changing your marker! 

I want to instill a work ethic into the dog right from day one. They
need to be excited about doing an activity and bring as much drive
as possible into everything that they do. If the puppy or young dog is
flat and doesn't bring any energy then I put them away and skip the
session. 

The very first thing that I do is charge the marker. So, for me, I use
clickers when training puppies and juvenile dogs and then switch to
a verbal marker later on. I do this to instil absolute clarity in the
beginning using a mechanical marker. Then as the dog progresses,
we can change it to a verbal marker or depending on what the dog
is to be used for I might leave it. The time between using a
mechanical marker and a verbal one can be a matter of days as
they can exist in parallel to each other. Be careful that one doesn't
override the other or that you've jackpotted one, they must be the
same .First of all, I put something on the dog to start building a solid cue to mean we're about to work. By that, I mean when the
dog is not training then I take everything off whether it be a harness or a collar. When I start the session, the first thing I do is ask
the dog are they ready to start—again building another cue. Then I put a collar and/or harness on in a calm state. I do this with my
police dogs as well as my IGP dogs to gee them up and build excitement before we start the exercise. 
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Seeuferhause Storm

Seeuferhause Storm

 

In the initial stages, I use a food lure just to move the puppy around.
We go forwards, backwards and around in circles. This builds
flexibility and a willingness to follow my hand around whilst building
desire for the 'prey' item, being the food in my hand. I have rarely
fed my dogs out of a bowl. Some things they do, they do for food.
There's no set pattern that I follow although I make sure the circles
go both ways—the pup backs up then goes forward and the pup
backs up then straight into a circle.
 
The reward comes when the pup completes one of the individual
exercises and initially I don't bother marking it with the clicker. The
clicker comes in to sub session fairly quickly when I'm happy the
pup understands what it means. You can check the power of the
clicker by waiting until the pup is doing something away from you
and you just click. This will give you an idea as to where their
understanding and power level sits. I may lure the pup around in
circles and then ask for a sit using hand positioning. Once the pup
sits I will mark the moment its butt hits the ground and then reward
before going straight back into another pattern.

I start planning for the discipline the pup is going to be involved with
later on and then break down all of the exercises into the smallest
increments. If the pup is going to do IGP, then he must be able to
sit, down, stand, heel, retrieve go around a blind and bark and hold
just to name a few. I'm not looking for the finished product
immediately. Be patient—it takes time. Over the course of the first
six months, I will teach my pup the basic exercises and then we can
build duration over time until she's ready to BH. Here is a list of
some of what I am teaching in no particular order:
• Place command;
• Movement patterns;
• Barking behind a fence for repetitions;
• Sit;
• Down;
• Stand;
• Article indications;
• Scent pads;
• Heeling;
• Jumping over a small jump;
• Rag work and tug play;
• General movement to help teach rear end awareness;
• Sitting quietly whilst collars and harnesses are placed on;
• Holding onto objects like copper pipe and pvc pipe; and 
• Running around a mini blind and back to me.

Barking behind a fence for repetitions is the start of building a hold and bark. Some dogs will naturally bark and others will not. It's
much easier to get puppies to bark than it is some older dogs and whilst building the bark I also teach a quiet command for my
own sanity. The reason why I start behind the fence is so that the dog can't access your space from the beginning. I teach the dog
that there is a space between us. Before I fade the fence out, I place a box on the other side so that the puppy learns to bark
inside the box. Then I will take the fence away and continue building the bark and hold. The box also allows the dog to learn the
correct straight position when in front of the helper.
 
I use luring when first starting a pup in positions but I fade it really quickly as the pup learns how to learn i.e. they become more
operant. After a few sessions, I introduce the pup to a shaping box that has been used successfully by many trainers in the past. I
use a combination of negative reinforcement in conjunction with finger pressure and a slip lead to build speed and accuracy when
developing the positions. I teach each position separately so that the dog understands what I'm asking. Again, this adds to the
clarity of the exercise. After a short time I ask for multiple positions purely using touch or the slip lead with the reward schedule
dependant on where the pup is at in their training. Initially I'm giving a 100% fixed ratio reward schedule and then I might vary it
when the pup understands what I'm asking but remember there's no rush!

For Seeuferhause Storm, I lured her around the blind for two sessions and then she offered the behaviour on her own. Once she
showed me she had an idea on what I was asking, I then expected it after that thereby stopping the luring and moved more into a
shaping phase. The mini blind, her collar, the clicker, the presence of food and my voice inflection all add to building the right cue
for her to immediately respond by running around the blind in full expectation of a reward.
 
No, I don't always give her food. I need her to realize that sometimes she will get her favourite ball or squeaky pig. I know from the
last five weeks that I have had her that she loves food, loves her kong, loves her squeaky pig and loves her pink teddy bear. I can
use any of these items as a reward which will help later when I'm using her daily food allowance on the track. For now, we will keep
building on these foundations and hopefully I can do this beautiful girl and her breeder justice and bring her to her full potential.
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John MacDonald (FCI-Australia)

L-R: Ztp helper Nathanial Hymann, Lisa
Macgillivray, Savanna Kehler & Becky Beck

John MacDonald signing Nathanial’s Helper Book

Scarlet v LordsNLadies

Lunch

Cinder v LordsNLadies

Scarlet v LordsNLadies

Cuna v Goldstream

Willie v Schwarzerwald

          Ztp & BST - John MacDonald (FCI Australia)                                   
Hosted by Victoria Rottweiler Club a full member club of RKNA Canada     
February 16, 2020                     Photos: Jane Mitchelmore                

    

Thanks John MacDonald for judging the BST & Ztp at Victoria Rottweiler
Club. Thanks also for the workshop with club dogs and for sharing your
knowledge with us! It was a fabulous time and we all learned a ton and
so did our dogs! Congratulations to all who participated at the BST and
Ztp. 5 dogs entered Ztp; 4 passed and 1 was held back for 6 months.
There were 6x BST dogs and all passed.

 

Scarlet v LordsNLadies & Gizo vh EdelsteinFire v LordsNLadies
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Gizo vh EdelsteinCuna v Goldstream

Scarlet v LordsNLadies Willie v Schwarzerwald

Fire v LordsNLadies River v Schwarzerwald

Becky Beck

Gizo vh Edelstein                    Cinder v LordsNLadies

Cuna v Goldstream

          Ztp & BST - John MacDonald (FCI Australia)                     
Hosted by Victoria Rottweiler Club a full member club of RKNA Canada     
 February 16, 2020                 Photos: Jane Mitchelmore                

    

River v Schwarzerwald
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Joel Monroe & Slayer v Schwarzerwald, IGP3

                          Memories...
                                   Schutzhund & Drives by Joel Monroe (Big Valley Dog Training)   
                                Professional dog trainer, DVG America Judge, USCA Teaching Helper

info@bvdt.net www.BVDT.com

Text published: Issue 2 of 2009      Photos: workshop with Joel Monroe at San Joaquin Rottweiler Klub, Lodi, California 2019
All issues of Total Rottweiler Magazine available by digital download

Schutzhund (now called IGP) is a sport that promotes certain drives in dogs
that can be misconstrued to an unknowing eye as dangerous or vicious. It
seems that with the dangerous dog lists, our sport is quickly becoming
jeopardized to the point of extinction if we are not vigilant.  Many of us know
that most unwarranted dog attacks on humans are done by dogs who have
been improperly socialized, have genetic faults and nerve issues, and are not
the result of teaching a dog IGP. However, recently on the news there was a
Pit Bull who attacked and killed a lady. The Animal Control Officer tested the
dog by putting the dog on a "tie out" and putting on a sleeve. The dog came
into drive, and then he said, "This is what is wrong with sports like IGP that
teach a dog to bite." The dog did not have a BH, or any title, but all of us were
portrayed in a negative light. In 2009, the president of the Belgium Rottweiler
Club told me that a man in Belgium left his five year old with three Rotts in the
front yard while he went to the store, and needless to say the outcome was
one of a heinous nature. The child died and Rotts were blamed and
considered to be dangerous.

 
We must be aware that dogs are living, breathing animals
who have emotions and are capable of doing harm quickly.
Too many times I train with people who put themselves,
their dogs, their breed of dogs, and IGP, in a dire situation
because they trust their dog too much. They think their dog
is the exception. Do not fall into that trap.
 
If you are starting out in IGP, and have a puppy, there are
certain steps you can take by doing proper imprinting at an
early age to make your dog more reliable under stress. The
rule in real estate is, "Location, Location, Location." My first
rule with people who have puppies, whether a IGP prospect
or a pet is, "Socialize, Socialize, Socialize." 

Dogs should behave normally under normal situations. I
came upon a Doberman website that had an article called
"The Rules of Seven." It said that by the age of seven weeks
the puppy should meet seven different age groups, meet
seven different ethnic groups, overcome seven different
visual objects (such as an umbrella, moving wind chime,
etc.), seven different sounds (coffee grinder, washing
machine, etc.), learn to walk confidently over seven different surfaces (a tarp, slick floor, etc.), play with seven different toys, eat
out of seven different food bowls that make different sounds. This, of course, should be done in a way that is not stressing the
puppy into avoidance behavior. 
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With all of that being said, those of us who want to compete also
need a dog who comes into drive when asked. We cannot compete
with a dog who has the drive of the average pet. People who want

to compete need to have a stable dog, but not a dog without the drive for the work. Therefore, it is a balancing act. I have little
children.  My dogs are great with my children, but I never put myself in a situation for disaster. We are asking the dogs to perform
on the field with a ton of drive, so that drive is somewhere locked up in the dog and can sometimes be triggered, and a novice
won't even recognize the signs. 

In IGP protection, the most misunderstood drives are defense drive and fight drive. I got this example from a friend. Fight drive is
when you walk into a dark alley looking for a fight. Courage is when you see a worthy opponent, and you stay in the dark alley.
Hardness is when you get hit by the opponent and stay in the alley and don't run. True hardness is when you go back into the alley
the next night. Defense = flight.  Defense is not courage.

I think this picture delineates the difference in terminology. Many breeders
talk about grip, prey drive, aggression, excitablity, etc. These are all
important facets, but I rarely hear breeders talk about hardness.

The ability for a dog to overcome strange and sometimes negative stimuli
is something that seems to be lost. Usually a dog that is hard to the helper
and outside stimuli is also hard to the handler. They are many times
stubborn and hard-headed. The other extreme is dogs that are soft to the
helper and outside threats are also usually soft to the handler. The best
dog, in my opinion, is a dog that is hard to the helper but soft to the
handler. These dogs are a very rare find.

To help this, many people teach the "Rules of seven" to their young pups
that I mentioned earlier. Puppies should play with 7 different toys, so they
see each toy has value because you play with them, and that the toy isn't
merely an object unto itself. Puppies should conquer seven different
obstacles, climbing stairs, walking over a rubble pile, going through a
tunnel etc. This teaches the dog confidence. Puppies should conquer
seven different stimuli: visual, auditory, and tactile. Walking over plastic
water bottles that make weird sounds, going through a puddle, walking next
to a leaf blower, going towards an umbrella etc. Puppies should meet
seven different age groups. Many adult dogs have a strange fascination
with children or the elderly, but this can usually be curbed with puppies.
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Joel Monroe with Slayer v Schwarzerwald, IPO3 at a workshop at Victoria Rottweiler Club, Victoria, BC, Canada

They should meet seven different ethnic groups giving them confidence with
people of all races.  Puppies should eat out of seven different food bowls so they
don't only associate certain bowls with food. Puppies should eat in seven different
locations in front of Home Depot, a bus stop, inside the bathroom etc. Puppies
should meet seven different, safe, adult dogs of other breeds. This can help
prevent dog aggression.

When a dog conquers all of these different stimuli, they learn the world is a safe
place, and this can help bring confidence into their lives. If I speak only English,
and my friend speaks five languages, and French isn't one of them, and we both
take a French class, my friend will learn French quicker. His brain has learned to
adapt to language. The more stimuli a dog can conquer, the quicker the recovery
time will be. These tools will help, but true hardness comes through breeding, and
these tools will only bring the dog to its genetic potenetial. If a dog only has the
potential to be, on a scale from 1 to 10, and 8, then bring your dog to an 8 through
these tools and learn to accept him/her for who they are.

Here are a few signs of stress portrayed by a dog: obsessive sniffing when stimuli
is present, constant licking, yawning, looking away through avoidance behavior, hackles up, eyes narrowed, and head lowered.
These are signs that should be recognized in order to prevent accidents from happening. Watch for these signs, but to all of us, I
say to be very vigilant with any dog. Help prevent unnecessary accidents from happening. I encourage all of you to write to your
legislators about the specific breed ban laws that are taking shape throughout the United States and Canada. This will be a vital
step in keeping our working breeds safe, the sport of IGP safe, and IGP clubs safe. 
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Barbara Lloyd

                          Socializing a Puppy During COVID-19 
                                        By Barbara Lloyd (Canada) 
                                                     DogsDen: Professional Trainer/Instructor available for workshops/seminars

 

dogsden@icloud.com www.dogsden.ca

Socializing a puppy during this Global Pandemic is possible. Socialization has many facets
and many you can do from your own home. One of the most important steps to socializing
your puppy is surface changes—walking across, going on, over, under and through
multiple objects. To train the puppy to master these surface changes, we are going to lure
the puppy with treats or their meal. Puppies have to eat three times a day so you may as
well make the most out of meal time and use it as training time. It will provide your puppy
with a good education and it will create a great bond between you and your puppy. 

The process of using your puppy’s meal for training is to do a flat out substitute for training
with treats to training with their kibble. One kibble = one treat. No food bowl—it all comes
from your hand, or off the floor if you are luring by throwing the kibble on the floor.

If you train using a clicker, then it is click = 1 piece of kibble. I personally use a clicker and in
the video you will hear it, but you do not have to use one. The rules of the session are: 
1. Use their Meals. One piece of kibble = one treat
2. Lure or shape the behavior. Do not lift your dog onto the objects, or pull them across

the object as this will only make your puppy not trust you. We are doing this exercise to
teach the puppy that he can investigate things that are different and that he will be
rewarded for it. It will build the puppy’s confidence so that in real life your puppy will
grow up to look at new things in the environment with wonder and confidence instead of
fear. It will also teach your puppy to trust you.

City streets are often interrupted by metal grates
and metal manholes. A good substitute for training
your puppy to master these outside is to start
inside, with a piece of fence lattice or a baby gate
laid across the floor.  These objects feel different
under your puppy’s feet and the also look different
and they may make a sound when your puppy
steps on them. To start, place some kibble near
the object. If your puppy eats those no problem
then you can start to offer a lure in front of your
puppy’s nose to get it to follow the lure. Just move
that lure about 1 inch, then give it to your puppy. If
that goes well, then place a few pieces of kibble
on the lattice or object. Slowly let your puppy eat
what you have placed down following a treat trail
across the object. If your puppy happily does this,

then lure the puppy back and forth across it. However, if your puppy refuses to put his feet
on the object, then just reward the puppy for looking at the object and standing near it. Place
a piece of food on the edge of the object. If your puppy takes the piece of food from the
edge—great! This is a win—exercise finished! Jackpot your puppy with the rest of his meal
and then have a good play. At your puppy’s next scheduled feeding time, move on to the
other objects in the article. If your puppy mastered the object no problem, move on to the
next one.

Another great surface change is a two sided board that you can make. Use sandpaper taped
to one side and on the other side yoga mat or rubber mat glued to it. Use the same process
as above and bait the board. Then start luring your puppy across the board back and forth.
Once one side is mastered, flip the board over and repeat the process on the other side.

Now we are moving on to a surface that is raised, tippy and has a nubby surface such as a
fitness disc. For this exercise, we will want the nubbies facing up. Use the same process as

above. Once your puppy is moving across the disc confidently, you can then move on to the next object.

This next object is good for multiple reasons. It is a good raised surface change, is a terrific tool for teaching left finishes, and for
teaching rear end awareness. It is a simple kitchen stool or foot stool. Because this surface is a bit higher than the fitness disc, some
puppies are cautious about placing their front feet on it. Don’t worry, this is normal. To get the puppy to place his front feet on the
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 stool, place a trail of food down the centre of the
stool. Most puppies will follow it. Once your puppy
has eaten the food trail, then hold a piece of food just
above the stool in front of your puppy’s nose. Most
puppies will accidentally place a foot on the stool. At
that point, have another piece of food ready to lure
the puppy so that both front feet end up on the stool. 

Some puppies are reluctant to place their feet on the
stool. To help make your puppy successful, place the
stool in front of a wall with one side completely
backed up against the wall. Then lure your puppy
across as most puppies find this much easier. Once
your puppy can confidently place his front feet on the
stool, then move the stool away from the wall and
lure your puppy so he will put his front feet on it.

Another great unstable, low object is a chair cushion or a
pillow. This also helps teach your puppy about body
awareness. Lure your puppy across back and forth.

Many of the puppies that my readers are training will grow up
to be obedience dogs and sport dogs. Therefore, early
platform training and familiarization is important. The first
wooden platform I want you to use is a small wooden platform.
If you do not have one, you can use a telephone book with
duct tape around it. Again just lure your puppy completely on
top of it. If your puppy is reluctant to get on it, then slide it up
against a wall and lure them across that way, then move it
away form the wall.

Next is a type of through. I use a jump stand with a 4 inch bar.
You can use two kitchen chairs and a broomstick. The aim of this
exercise is to get your puppy to walk through the jump. Lure your
puppy, with you standing in front or you can lure your puppy by
having the puppy follow you through. 

Now we are moving on to a large raised surface. I use a wooden
platform. You can also use an exercise step with risers or a
coffee table. Again, many of these puppies will grow up to be
obedience or sport dogs and platform work is a huge training
asset. Lure your puppy up and once the puppy has placed all four
feet on the platform, get the puppy to sit.

This next exercise makes many puppies feel
uncomfortable—walking through a narrow space. I
use a couple of free standing gates. You can also use
free standing panels or a coffee table and end table
turned on their side to make a narrow passage. Place
a food trail down the centre of the passage and let your puppy eat the food. If
your puppy only eats part way, and then runs to the other opening and starts
eating, this is alright. Just make another food trail but when the puppy gets close
to the last one they can reach, just in front of this, place a handful of food. This
will motivate the puppy to keep going.

The last exercise is getting your puppy to go
under an object such as a chair. Make a food
trail down the centre on the floor. This will
keep your puppy’s head low and will motivate
the puppy to keep going. You can also throw
some food under the chair to get your puppy
to walk around under the chair.

Doing these exercises with your puppy will give your puppy a great start to some serious
confidence building. Make sure to repeat these exercises weekly so that as your puppy grows and
matures and goes through fear periods it does not lose these important skills. 

For video support of this article, check out this link on the Total Rottweiler Magazine’s YouTube
channel you will be able to see me working with a puppy through these exercises. I am currently
offering free online training classes during COVID-19.  For help or questions, email me at
dogsden@icloud.com
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Brita vd Blauen WelleBrita od Vadanora

Galia Alexa Marol     Chiloe Black Turk

Cobra Valarti

Deli Libero Dogs

Kora Orint

Alessia Black Kings Slovakia

Fila Lu Marol-May

RTW Klub Slovenska - Special Exhibition (Slovakia) 
September 8-9, 2019              Photos submitted by Robert Bartovic                 
Judge: Maria Dubovenko (Ukraine)

 

Bloody Mary Frankomera

Bailey vh AnrobaBrenda vh Anroba

Charlotta Chenon Brenegee

Anabell Liber Dogs
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Brego v Grossen Tal

Cody v Grossen TalPeter Cakloš Frida Valarti 

Pamela Gero DogsBolt vh Milsped

RTW Klub Slovenska - Special Exhibition (Slovakia)                          
September 8-9, 2019              Photos submitted by Robert Bartovic                       
Judge: Maria Dubovenko (Ukraine)

                              

Jadore From House Rotvis

 L-R: Igor Dubovenko, Ewka Evuska, Miloš Butyka, Maria
Rotvis, Martin Šipkovský and Zuz Jakubiková

Brita od Vadanora

Mamba Gero Dogs

2nd Place - Best Breeding Group - Libero Dogs
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Blank Black Kings SlovakiaEron Terezsky Dvur

Cooper z Beadentu Swabia de Niko

Dolly od Vadanora    

Eron Terezsky Dvur

Bastien Black Kings Slovakia

Kimi Orint

RTW Klub Slovenska - Special Exhibition (Slovakia) 
September 8-9, 2019              Photos submitted by Robert Bartovic                 
Judge: Maria Dubovenko (Ukraine)

C

 

Cooper Z Beadentu

Alice Danubian Force

Bolt vh Milsped

Tysson iz Tberkogo Doma

Brutus Black Kings Slovakia

Eros Liberodogs
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Seina Fadyla

Ava vh AnrobaBrenda vh Anroba

Brego v Grossen Tal

Sally v Wilden Westen

Rodeo v Wilden Westen Johnny Maxi Rott Sally v Wilden Westen

Alice Danubian ForceSally v Wilden Westen BOS & Johnny vd Maxi Rott BOB Formula Liberodogs

RTW Klub Slovenska - Special Exhibition (Slovakia)                          
September 8-9, 2019              Photos submitted by Robert Bartovic                       
Judge: Maria Dubovenko (Ukraine)

                              

Brita vd Blauen
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